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ABSTRACT 

Staphylococcus aureus is a major human pathogen causing a wide range of diseases due to 

its complex pathogenesis, arising from numerous virulence mechanisms. The leukocidins, a family of 

bi-component pore forming cytotoxins, are considered to be at the core of S. aureus immune 

evasion by lysing a variety of immune cells. Their contribution to S. aureus pathogenesis in vitro and 

ex vivo has been partially established, but little is known about their role in vivo, as they display a 

considerable host tropism (i.e. human specificity). This is driven by binding of leukocidins to specific 

cellular receptors on the surface of immune cells. For instance, the most potent and unique 

leukocidin, LukGH, shows limited or no activity in the rabbit and the mouse, respectively, which 

correlates with low affinity for the rabbit and mouse counterparts of its receptor (CD11b-I). 

Research findings included in this dissertation illustrate an alternative approach towards 

replacing humanized animal models in staphylococcal leukocidin research. Protein engineering of 

leukocidins for improved affinity towards targeted receptors in different species has been used to 

overcome the species specificity, even in the absence of structural data on the leukocidin-receptor 

interaction, as illustrated with the LukGH-receptor as an example. Site-directed mutagenesis was 

used to map the LukGH-receptor interface and obtain recombinant LukGH variants with increased 

affinity for the rabbit receptor and improved activity towards rabbit neutrophils (polymorphonuclear 

cells or PMNs). This increased activity was maintained after chromosomal integration of LukGH 

variants into S. aureus strains lacking the natural variant(s) resulting in rabbit-PMN adapted strains 

that validate our approach and offer a novel option for studying the role of LukGH in S. aureus 

pathogenesis in small animal models. 

Furthermore, the research resulted in the first crystal structure of the S. aureus leukocidin 

LukGH in complex with its receptor CD11b-I (human and mouse). The structures of the 

LukGH-receptor complex provide an invaluable insight into the structural requirements for 

leukocidin-receptor interaction, and the molecular basis for the contribution of receptor 

up-regulation and LukGH dimerization in solution before cell binding to LukGH cytotoxicity. The data 

illustrate the potential role of cellular receptors in the initiation of leukocidin oligomerisation, and 

elucidate the observed host tropism of LukGH, and the lack of cytotoxicity towards mouse cells. 

These findings advance our understanding of the complex mechanism of leukocidin pore formation 

and can aid in the development of LukGH variants, and variants of other human specific leukocidins, 

active in various small animal models like mouse, rat and guinea pig.  

In addition to the novel insight into the LukGH host tropism and leukocidin-receptor 

interaction, future work and new research questions on the role of leukocidins in immune cell 
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signalling and immune responses during S. aureus infection and the potential of LukGH-receptor 

interaction for therapeutic use are discussed.  
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KURZFASSUNG 

Staphylococcus aureus ist ein bedeutender, menschlicher Krankheitserreger, der aufgrund 

seiner komplexen Pathogenese, die sich aus zahlreichen Virulenzmechanismen ergibt, eine Vielzahl 

von Krankheiten verursacht. Die Leukocidine, eine Familie von bi-komponenten poren-formenden 

Zytotoxinen, bilden den Kern der Umgehung des Immunsystems durch S. aureus, indem sie eine 

Vielzahl von Immunzellen lysieren. Ihre Bedeutung für die Pathogenese von S. aureus in vitro und ex 

vivo ist nachgewiesen, über ihre Rolle in der Pathogenese ist aber wenig bekannt, da sie einen 

erheblichen human-spezifischen Wirts-Tropismus aufweisen. Dies wird durch die Bindung von 

Leukocidinen an spezifische zelluläre Rezeptoren auf der Oberfläche der Immunzelle angetrieben. So 

zeigt beispielsweise das potenteste und einzigartigste Leukocidin, LukGH, eine begrenzte oder gar 

keine Aktivität im Kaninchen bzw. der Maus, was mit einer geringen Affinität zum entsprechenden 

Rezeptor (CD11b-I) im Kaninchen und der Maus korreliert. 

Die Forschungsergebnisse dieser Dissertation illustrieren einen Ansatz, der eine Alternative 

zu humanisierten Tiermodellen in der Erforschung der Leukocidine von Staphylokokken darstellt. Um 

die Spezies-Spezifität zu umgehen, und zur Verbesserung der Affinität gegenüber der 

Ziel-Rezeptoren in verschiedenen Spezies wurde ein Proteinengineering von Leukocidinen 

angewendet. Dies konnte trotz Mangels an Strukturdaten zu den Leukocidin-Rezeptor-Interaktionen 

am Beispiel des LukGH-Rezeptors gezeigt werden. Mit Hilfe zielgerichteter Mutagenese wurde die 

LukGH-Rezeptor-Schnittstelle kartiert und rekombinante LukGH-Varianten mit erhöhter Affinität 

zum Kaninchenrezeptor und verbesserter Aktivität gegenüber Kaninchen-Neutrophilen 

(polymorphkernige Zellen, engl. polymorpho-nuclear cells – PMNs) generiert. Die Aktivität wurde 

nach der chromosomalen Integration von LukGH-Varianten in S. aureus-Stämme, welche die 

natürlichen Varianten nicht exprimieren, beibehalten, was zu Kaninchen-PMN-angepassten 

Stämmen führte. Dies bestätigt unsere Strategie und ist ein vielversprechender Ansatz um die Rolle 

von LukGH in der S. aureus-Pathogenese in Kleintiermodellen zu untersuchen. 

Darüber hinaus resultierte die Forschung in der ersten Kristallstruktur von S. aureus 

Leukocidin mit seinem menschlichen und murinen Rezeptor. Die Strukturen des 

LukGH-Rezeptor-Komplexes liefern einen wertvollen Einblick in die strukturellen Voraussetzungen 

für Leukocidin-Rezeptor-Interaktion und die molekulare Basis für die beobachtete Rolle der 

Hochregulierung des Rezeptors in der LukGH-Zytotoxizität und LukGH-Dimerisierung in Lösung,also 

vor der Zellbindung stattfindet. Die Daten deuten auf die potenzielle Rolle zellulärer Rezeptoren 

während der Initiation der Leukocidin-Oligomerisation hin und erläuternden beobachteten 

Wirts-Tropismus von LukGH sowie den Mangel an Zytotoxizität gegenüber Mauszellen. Diese 

Ergebnisse vertiefen unser Verständnis des komplexen Mechanismus der Porenbildung der 
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Leukocidine und können bei der Entwicklung von LukGH-Varianten und Varianten anderer 

humanspezifischer Leukocidine helfen, die in verschiedenen Kleintiermodellen wie Maus, Ratte und 

Meerschweinchen aktiv sind.  

Neben den neuartigen Erkenntnissen über den LukGH-Wirt-Tropismus und die 

Leukocidin-Rezeptor-Interaktion werden zukünftige Studien und neue Fragestellungen bezüglich der 

Rolle von Leukocidinen bei der Signalweiterleitung von Immunzellen sowie Immunreaktionen 

während der S. aureus-Infektion als auch das Potenzial der LukGH-Rezeptor-Interaktion für 

therapeutische Zwecke diskutiert.  
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1. PREAMBLE 

1.1. Staphylococcus aureus 

Staphylococcus aureus is a Gram-positive pathogen and an asymptomatic, opportunistic 

colonizer of skin and mucosal surfaces in humans, domestic animals (e.g. livestock), and wild animals 

(Monecke et al, 2016; Aires-de-Sousa, 2017). Under favourable circumstances (e.g. 

immunosuppression, breaching of mechanical barriers, malnutrition), S. aureus can exert pathogenic 

effects and cause a range of diseases, like skin and deep tissue infections, endocarditis or 

life-threatening pneumonia and sepsis (Tong et al, 2015). Shortly after introduction of methicillin, 

outbreaks of methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) strains were reported, and they remain a major 

healthcare concern. While MRSA used to be limited to the hospitals (HA-MRSA), in the past 20 years 

highly virulent community-associated MRSA (CA-MRSA) strains have rapidly emerged worldwide. 

Antibiotic resistance and prevalence of MRSA infections in both the nosocomial and community 

setting, and the increased dominance of hyper-virulent clones of both MRSA (e.g. USA300) and 

methicillin-sensitive S. aureus (MSSA) (e.g. ST121), highlight the need for better understanding of S. 

aureus pathogenesis and development of effective prophylactic and therapeutic agents (Chambers & 

Deleo, 2009; Rao et al, 2015).  

The intricate pathogenesis of S. aureus arises from numerous virulence mechanisms that 

allow the bacteria to circumvent innate and adaptive host immune systems, such as: 1) adherence to 

the host tissue promoted by surface factors (e.g. teichoic acids, microbial surface components 

recognizing adhesive matrix molecules), 2) evasion of recognition by immune cells (e.g. biofilm 

formation), 3) circumvention of neutrophil extravasation (e.g. staphylococcal superantigen-like 5, 

extracellular adherence protein Eap), chemotaxis (e.g. staphylococcal superantigen-like 5, 

chemotaxis inhibitory protein, formyl protein receptor-like inhibitory proteins), priming and 

activation (e.g. Staphopain A, staphylococcal superantigen-like family), 4) inhibition of opsonisation, 

phagocytosis and intracellular neutrophil killing (e.g. staphylococcal protein A, aureolysin, 

staphyloxanthin), and 5) invasion of immune cells and host cell injury by secreted cytotoxins (e.g. 

α-hemolysin, leukocidins, phenol-soluble modulins) (Rigby & DeLeo, 2012; Spaan et al, 2013a; 

Guerra et al, 2017). Central to the last mechanism are the bi-component leukocidins, believed to be 

one of the key components of S. aureus pathogenesis. 

In the following chapters the common features of the leukocidins, with the focus on the 

most divergent member of the family, LukGH (also called LukAB), relevant for this PhD research 

project are discussed. In addition, the value of current animal models of S. aureus infection in 
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assessing the leukocidin contribution to S. aureus pathogenesis is debated, and a potential solution 

is offered. 

1.2. Leukocidins 

Leukocidins are members of bi-component pore forming cytotoxin (PFT) family whose 

binding to specific cellular receptors on the surface of immune cells, leads to the formation of the 

hetero-octameric, beta-barrel, membrane spanning pore, which disrupts osmotic balance and 

membrane potential and results in necrotic cell death (Alonso & Torres, 2014; Spaan et al, 2017). 

S. aureus strains associated with human infections can secrete up to five different leukocidins: two 

γ-hemolysins (HlgAB and HlgCB), LukED, LukSF-PV (PVL), and LukGH (also called LukAB) (Vandenesch 

et al, 2012; Alonso & Torres, 2014; Reyes-Robles & Torres, 2016) (Table 1). The leukocidins mainly 

target phagocytic cells (immune evasion), but also red blood cells (iron acquisition, LukED, HlgAB), 

T-cells (LukED, HlgAB) and endothelial cells (LukED, HlgAB) (Vandenesch et al, 2012; Berube & 

Wardenburg, 2013; Reyes-Robles & Torres, 2016; Spaan et al, 2017; Lubkin et al, 2019). Two more 

leukocidins, LukMF’ and LukPQ, specific for ruminant and equine S. aureus strains, respectively, and 

not cytotoxic towards human neutrophils, have recently been identified (Vrieling et al, 2015; Koop et 

al, 2017).  

Leukocidin-induced cell lysis triggers substantial inflammation and cellular damage through 

the release of pro-inflammatory mediators (e.g. IL-8 and histamine) and tissue-damaging enzymes 

(Alonzo & Torres, 2014). In addition to cell lysis, leukocidins can, at sublytic concentrations, act as 

potent activators of innate immunity; LukSF-PV and HlgAB/CB can prime neutrophils for increased 

bactericidal activity (Graves et al, 2012; Spaan et al, 2015a) and both LukSF-PV and LukGH can 

promote formation of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) (Pilsczek et al, 2010; Malachowa et al, 

2013). Based on in vitro and ex vivo assays utilizing human phagocytes, LukGH is the most potent 

leukocidin in S. aureus mediated neutrophil killing (Ventura et al, 2010; DuMont et al, 2011; Rouha 

et al, 2015; Janesch et al, 2017). LukGH has a unique function, as it is the only leukocidin that 

enhances bacterial survival after phagocytosis by promoting bacterial escape from the neutrophils 

(DuMont et al, 2013a). At the late exponential phase of S. aureus growth, LukGH also associates with 

the bacterial cell membrane, the relevance of which is not clear (Ventura et al, 2010). Furthermore, 

the LukGH cytotoxicity is dependent on receptor up-regulation after polymorphonuclear cells (PMN) 

stimulation with infection-relevant stimuli (Janesch et al, 2017). 

Over the last few years, significant advancement has been made regarding the different 

roles of leukocidins in vitro and ex vivo, but contribution of the individual leukocidins to S. aureus 

pathogenesis in vivo is less clear. Due to host tropism of leukocidins, discussed further in the 
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preamble (see Subchapter 1.5), suitable animal models of S. aureus infection are currently limited in 

application. 

 

Table 1. Cell tropism and species specificity of the bi-component leukocidins of Staphylococcus aureus. 

Note. Adapted from “Adaptation of the Staphylococcus aureus leukocidin LukGH for the rabbit host by protein 

engineering.”, by Trstenjak et al, Biochemical Journal 476, 275-292 (2019), with permission from authors. 

Cytotoxin 
Cellular  

receptors  

Receptor 

family 

Targeted  

cells 

EC50 [nM] 

Human Rabbit Mouse 

LukSF- 

PV 

C5aR
[1]

, 

C5L2
[1]

, 

CD45
[2]

 

Chemokine 

receptors 

monocytes, neutro-

phils, macrophages 

0.9
[1]

, 0.1 - 

0.5
[8]

, ~0.1 
[9]

, 

~ 1
[10]

, ~1
[11]

 

0.1-0.2
[8]

, 

~ 1
[10]

 

resistant
[1, 

8, 10, 14]
 

LukED 

CCR5
[3]

, 

CXCR1
[4]

, 

CXCR2
[4]

 

Chemokine 

receptors 

monocytes, neutro-

phils, macrophages, 

T cells, dendritic 

cells, NK cells 

2.4 - 4
[8]

, ~1
[11]

 
0.03 - 

0.04
[8]

 
14 - 48.3

[8]
 

DARC
[5]

 
Chemokine 

receptor 

red blood cells, en-

dothelial cells 
~20

[5]
, <15

[12]
  <15

[12]
 

LukGH CD11b-I
[6]

 Integrin 

neutrophils, macro-

phages, monocytes, 

dendritic cells 

0.01 - 0.03*
[9]

, 

0.25
[13]

 
35

[13]
 550

[13]
 

HlgAB 

CXCR1
[7]

, 

CXCR2
[7]

, 

CCR2
[7]

 

Chemokine 

receptors 

monocytes, macro-

phages, T cells, neu-

trophils 

0.4 - 0.6
[8]

 0.2
[8]

 
resistant

[7, 

8]
 

DARC
[5]

 
Chemokine 

receptor 

red blood cells, en-

dothelial cells 
~ 1

[5]
   

HlgCB 
C5aR

[7]
, 

C5L2
[7]

 

Chemokine 

receptors 

monocytes, macro-

phages, neutrophils 

0.5 - 0.6
[8]

, ~ 

2.5
[14]

 
0.1

[8]
 

resistant
[7, 

8, 14]
 

*lipopolysaccharide (LPS) stimulated cells. [1] Spaan et al, 2013b; [2] Tromp et al, 2018; [3] Alonzo et al, 2012; [4] 

Reyes-Robles et al, 2013; [5] Spaan et al, 2015b; [6] DuMont et al, 2013b; [7] Spaan et al, 2014; [8] Diep et al, 2016; 

[9] Janesch et al, 2017; [10] Löffler et al, 2010; [11] Koop et al, 2017; [12] Yoong & Torres, 2015; [13] Malachowa et 

al, 2012; [14] Spaan et al, 2015a. 

1.2.1. Genetic organization and amino acid sequence conservation of leukocidins 

The bi-component leukocidins are comprised of S- (slow) (HlgA, HlgC, LukS-PV, LukE and 

LukH) and F- (fast) (HlgB, LukF-PV, LukD and LukG) components, named so based on their elution 

profile during ion exchange chromatography (Woodin, 1959; Woodin, 1960). The subunits are 

expressed as inactive, water soluble monomeric proteins of approximately 300 amino acids in length 
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that assemble into active toxin on the surface of the target cell (Badarau et al, 2017). Genes for HlgA, 

HlgB, HlgC, LukG and LukH are part of the core genome of S. aureus and are present in the great 

majority of sequenced strains, while lukE and lukD are located on the S. aureus pathogenicity island 

vSaβ, and present in 30-87% of the sequenced strains (Vandenesch et al, 2012; Alonso & Torres, 

2014; Badarau et al, 2017). The lukS-PV and LukF-PV are found on the genome of the temperate 

phage φSa2 and are present in only ~2-3% of S. aureus isolates (Alonso & Torres, 2014). Even though 

genes for LukSF-PV are present in small number of isolates, over 90% of the lukS-PV and lukF-PV 

containing isolates are linked to severe infections (e.g. necrotizing pneumonia) and community-

acquired S. aureus infections (Lina et al, 1999; Gillet et al, 2002; Naimi et al, 2003; Alonso & Torres, 

2014). Although limited nucleotide sequence diversity was seen for lukE, lukD, lukS-PV and lukF-PV 

between strains, genetic diversity in the hlg, lukG and lukH genes is higher. The genetic diversity is 

also reflected at the amino acid sequence level among S. aureus strains (Alonso & Torres, 2014; 

Badarau et al, 2017). 

The S- and F-components share between 65-82% amino acid sequence homology to each 

other, with the exception of LukH and LukG that share only 30% and 40% amino acid homology to 

other S- and F-components, respectively (Rouha et al, 2015; Badarau et al, 2017). Furthermore, LukH 

contains unique N- and C-terminal extensions, that are not present in other S-components, where 

glutamate 323 from this C-terminal extension is crucial for LukGH receptor binding and cytotoxicity 

(DuMont et al, 2014). As a result of high amino acid sequence homology, all S- and F-components, 

apart from LukH and LukG (Yanai et al, 2014; Adhikari et al, 2015; Badarau et al, 2015), can form 

non-cognate pairs with each other with a broad range of cytotoxic activities (König et al, 1997; Yanai 

et al, 2014; Adhikari et al, 2015). Non-cognate pairs thus expand the S. aureus toxin arsenal to up to 

13 different leukocidins (König et al, 1997; Dalla Serra et al, 2005; Yanai et al, 2014; Adhikari et al, 

2015).  

1.2.2. Role of the S- and F-components 

The S- and F-components play different roles during receptor recognition and pore 

formation. On phagocytes, the S-component mediates the cell- and species-specificity by recognizing 

the corresponding cellular receptor in the lipid bilayer (see Subchapter 1.3 and 1.4), and after 

binding to the cell, subsequently recruits the F-component. The order of S- and F-component binding 

is less clear on erythrocytes (Colin et al, 1994; Yokota & Kamio 2000; Nguyen et al, 2003). While the 

role of the S-component is established, the role of the F-component in binding and oligomerisation 

initiation is less understood. Except for LukG, all F-components have phosphocholine (PC) binding 

pocket; eliminating PC binding results in the formation of oligomeric non-lytic pre-pore 
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intermediates (Olson et al, 1999; Monma et al, 2004; Potrich et al, 2009). The F-components may 

also be involved in determining the host tropism, as seen with the recently identified equine-specific 

LukPQ (Koop et al, 2017). Furthermore, leukocidin cytotoxicity may also be mediated by the 

F-component, as LukF-PV can bind to the cellular receptor CD45 in human specific manner and 

independent of the S-component (Tromp et al, 2018). The affinity of this interaction is significantly 

lower than the affinity of the S-component-receptor interaction, thus the relevance of LukF-PV-CD45 

binding in vivo has to be determined (Tromp et al, 2018).  

1.2.3. Structure characteristics of the leukocidins 

Crystal structures of all S- and F-components have been solved (Pédelacq et al, 1999; Olson 

et al, 1999; Guillet et al, 2004; Roblin et al, 2008; Laventie et al, 2014; Badarau et al, 2016; Nocadello 

et al, 2016). They share the same 3D structure and overall fold, with three distinct structural 

domains that do not differ by more than 1Å (RMSDCα) between different leukocidins (Badarau et al, 

2017): 1) the cap or core β-sandwich domain involved in inter-monomer interactions in the pre-pore 

and pore structures, 2) the rim domain involved in cell binding of some leukocidins (Reyes-Robles et 

al, 2013; Laventie et, 2014; Peng et al, 2018), and 3) the stem domain, packed within the cap domain 

in soluble monomers and is forming the beta-sheet barrel structure spanning the cell membrane in 

the fully assembled pore (Figure 1) (Yamashita et al, 2011; Yamashita et al, 2014). Another important 

part of the cap domain is the so called N-terminus amino latch (Figure 1), which in the fully 

assembled pore forms a latch between two protomer subunits. The amino latch is believed to play 

an important role during pore formation by inducing stem extrusion of protomers (Yamashita et al, 

2014). 

In addition to the lowest amino acid sequence homology to other S- and F-components, 

LukGH is also unique at the structural level, as it exists as a stable heterodimer in solution even 

before cell binding (DuMont et al, 2014; Badarau et al, 2015). The LukGH dimer interface is stabilized 

by considerable interactions between the stem and rim regions of LukH and LukG (Badarau et al, 

2016). In the rim region, the LukGH dimer is stabilized by polar contacts, electrostatic interactions, a 

hydrophobic core, and by three salt bridges between LukG and LukH (Badarau et al, 2015). The 

residues participating in salt bridge formation are conserved in the LukGH variant sequences, but not 

in the other S- and F-components (Badarau et al, 2015). While in other F-components, the stem is 

folded against the cap domain, in LukG the stem is extruded and interacts with the LukH monomer 

via electrostatic interactions, polar contacts and a hydrophobic core (Badarau et al, 2016). The 

difference in the 3D structures of LukGH and the other leukocidins explains the lack of non-cognate 

pairing observed for LukGH.  
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Figure 1. Proposed mechanism of leukocidin pore formation. The S- and F-component are shown as green and 

magenta cartoon, respectively. The stem domain and amino latch are shown as blue and yellow cartoon, 

respectively. (A) Binding of soluble S-component or LukGH dimer to the cellular receptor on the cell surface, 

followed by subsequent recruitment of F-component (or LukGH dimer). (B) Dimerization of the components results 

in amino latch release and extrusion of the stem into the cell membrane. (C) Further binding of S- and F-components 

(or LukGH dimer) leads to the formation of the pre-pore structure with 4 alternating S- and F-components and finally 

in the insertion of the fully formed beta-barrel pore through the cell membrane and subsequent cell death (D).  

1.3. Molecular mechanism of leukocidin pore formation 

Crystal structures of individual S- and F-components, pre-pore (Yamashita et al, 2014) and 

pore (Yamashita et al, 2011; Badarau et al, 2016) structures aid the understanding of the 

fundamentals of molecular mechanisms of pore formation. The pore is comprised of 4 alternating 

S- and F-components arranged around the central axis (Figure 1). The current model of leukocidin 

pore formation (Figure 1) proposes that the initial binding of S-component to the cellular receptor is 

followed by the recruitment of the F-component, causing a release of the amino latch of the bound 

protomer, due to the binding of the adjacent protomer. The released amino latch interferes with the 

stem of the bound protomer, which triggers stem extrusion into the lipid bilayer (Yamashita et al, 

2014). The initial step is different for LukGH, as LukGH already binds to the cell surface as a dimer 

(DuMont et al, 2014; Badarau et al, 2015). The consecutive recruitment of other S- and 

F-components (or LukGH dimer) and stem release of each of the protomers, leads to the formation 

of the non-lytic, oligomeric pre-pore structure with the transmembrane part of the pore (stems) in a 

highly flexible state. Final step of pore formation involves folding of extruded stems into a rigid 

beta-barrel pore that spans the lipid bilayer (Yamashita et al, 2011; Yamashita et al, 2014) (Figure 1).  
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While much is known about the structural changes occurring within leukocidins during pore 

formation, the role of the cytotoxin-lipid interaction, and the particular role of receptors in the 

intricate process of oligomerisation initiation and pore formation is unclear. Recently, LukSF-PV 

complexes were found in the receptor clusters, indicating possible relevance of the local density of 

receptors for the pore assembly initiation (Haapasalo et al, 2019). The same authors also present a 

model in which, after pore formation, the receptor is recycled by free LukS-PV molecules thus 

amplifying the cell damage (Haapasalo et al, 2019). As mentioned previously, the PC binding by 

F-component seems to be necessary for the active pore formation, and it is hypothesized that PC 

binding may play a role in disrupting the local structure of the membrane supporting the stem 

insertion into the membrane (Yamashita et al, 2014). Considering recent findings on LukF-PV binding 

to the cellular receptor, independently of the S-component (Tromp et al, 2018), a possible role of 

receptors in the oligomerisation initiation (Haapasalo et al, 2019) and a potential role of lipid binding 

in oligomerisation process, the current model of oligomerisation should be revised. 

1.4. Cellular receptors of the leukocidins 

The leukocidins display cell- and species-specificity, driven primarily by binding to different 

receptors on the cell surface, including transmembrane-spanning G protein-coupled receptors 

(GPCRs) and integrins (Table 1) (Alonso et al, 2012; DuMont et al, 2013b; Reyes-Robles et al, 2013; 

Spaan et al, 2013b; Spaan et al, 2014; Spaan et al, 2015b; Tromp et al, 2018). Intriguingly, some of 

the leukocidins share some of the receptors while still having receptors that are unique for each 

cytotoxin. The HlgAB and LukED share three receptors CXCR1, CXCR2 and DARC while, CCR2 for 

HlgAB and CCR5 for LukED, are unique for each leukocidin (Table 1) (Alonzo et al, 2012; Reyes-Robles 

et al, 2013; Spaan et al, 2014; Spaan et al, 2015a). Even though they are binding to the same 

receptor (DARC), they target different regions of the receptor (Spaan et al, 2015a; Spaan et al, 

2015b). CCR5 and DARC are also receptors targeted by HIV virus and malaria, respectively. A CCR5 

antagonist, used for treating HIV infection, can inhibit LukED pore formation by blocking the 

interaction of LukE with CCR5, suggesting that blocking interactions of the receptor and cytotoxin 

could be an effective strategy for treating S. aureus infections (Alonso et al, 2012). Another example 

of shared receptors, but targeting different binding epitopes, is the HlgCB and LukSF-PV pair (Table 

1) (Spaan et al, 2015a). LukGH stands out among the leukocidins since, until now, only one receptor, 

which is not shared with any of the other leukocidins, has been identified (Table 1) (DuMont et al, 

2013b). 
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1.4.1. Cellular receptor of LukGH 

In addition to the lowest conservation at the sequence and structural level, LukGH is also 

targeting a different family of cellular receptors; the extracellular αI-domain of αM/β2 integrin 

(CD11b/CD18 also known as macrophage-1 antigen and complement receptor 3) (DuMont et al, 

2013b). Integrin CD11b/CD18 is expressed on professional phagocytic cells (Ho & Springer, 1982) 

with a central role in immune processes and binds more than 40 reported protein ligands including 

human fibrinogen and complement fragment iC3b (Wright et al, 1983; Wright et al, 1988; 

Podolnikova et al, 2015). It is a heterodimeric protein comprised of two non-covalently linked 

subunits (CD11b and CD18) spanning the plasma membrane and transmitting signals from the 

extracellular to the intracellular space and vice versa (Figure 2A) (Shimaoka et al, 2002; Campbell & 

Humphries, 2011; Tan, 2012). Each subunit consists of a cytoplasmic tail, membrane spanning 

helixes and a multi-subunit ectodomain (Figure 2A). Although a crystal structure of the CD11b/CD18 

ectodomain is not available, it is believed, based on the collected EM data (Adair et al, 2013), to 

resemble the solved structures of two other members of CD18 integrin family: CD11a/CD18 and 

CD11c/CD18 (Xie et al, 2010; Sen et al, 2013; Sen & Springer, 2016).  

The main ligand binding site for most of the CD11b/CD18 binding ligands is αI-domain 

(CD11b-I) (Diamond et al, 1993; Podolnikova et al, 2015), located on the head of the ectodomain of 

the CD11b subunit (Figure 2A). DuMont et al confirmed that the main binding site of LukGH is the 

CD11b-I domain and that the binding is independent of the CD18 subunit (DuMont et al, 2013b). 

CD11b-I can be recombinantly expressed, independently of the other ectodomain subunits, and still 

maintain its functionality (Lee et al, 1995a). In the reported CD11b-I crystal structures two different 

conformations of CD11b-I were observed: inactive (closed or low affinity) and active (open or high 

affinity) forms of CD11b-I (Lee et al, 1995a; Lee et al, 1995b). Open conformation is characterized by 

the rearrangement of the metal coordinating residues at a metal ion-dependent adhesion site 

(MIDAS), to allow the carboxylate group of the ligand to complete the metal coordination, and a 10 

Å downward shift of the C-terminal α7 helix (Figure 2B, Figure 2C) (Lee et al, 1995b; Arnout et al, 

2016). Ligand associated downward shift of the CD11b-I α7 helix can induce an allosteric relay 

through the integrin resulting in conformational change of the CD11b/CD18 ectodomain (Arnout, 

2016). The ectodomain can exist in three main conformations that, together with the conformation 

of the ligand binding site, characterize the integrin ligand affinity and accessibility to the ligands 

(Figure2A): 1) resting, bent integrin with low affinity-ligand binding site located near the cell 

membrane (3-7 nm), 2) extended integrin with low affinity-ligand binding site located around 20 nm 

from the cell membrane, and 3) extended, high affinity integrin with high affinity-ligand binding site 

(Campbell & Humphries, 2011; Arnaout 2016). It has also been observed that integrins can exist in a 
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transitional state (bent ectodomain with high affinity-ligand binding site), which can, when 

expressed on neutrophils, constrain inflammatory responses (Fan et al, 2015). 

 

Figure 2. Ectodomain conformational changes and CD11b-I-domain changes during integrin activation. 

(A) Schematic representation of integrin activation states: (I) bent ectodomain with inactive I-domain, (II) extended 

ectodomain with inactive I-domain and (III) extended ectodomain with active I-domain. (B) Comparison of CD11b-I 

active (PDB 1IDO) and inactive conformation (PDB 1JLM) shown as pink and blue ribbon, respectively, with α7 helix 

shown as cartoon. (C) Comparison of active (PDB 1IDO) and inactive (PDB 1JLM) MIDAS site conformation shown as 

pink and blue sticks, respectively, and aligned on MIDAS residues (D140, S142, S144, T209, D242). The Mg2+ from 

1IDO and Mn2+ from 1JLM conformation are shown as green and grey sphere, respectively. 

 

The CD11b/CD18 is stored in granules of neutrophils and rapidly recruited to the cell surface 

after stimulation with inflammatory mediators (e.g. lipopolysaccharide, peptidoglycan, interleukin-8 

(Lynn et al, 1991; Sengelov et al, 1993; Janesch et al, 2017)) resulting in increased local density of the 

integrin (Latger-Cannard et al, 2003). Furthermore, both LukSF-PV and LukGH can upregulate 

CD11b/CD18 expression (Graves et al, 2012; Malachowa et al, 2013), highlighting the possible 

synergistic effect between different leukocidins. As CD11b/CD18 upregulation can be directly linked 

to increased LukGH toxicity (Janesch et al, 2017) and can be mediated by other leukocidins, it is 

important to test the LukGH contribution to the S. aureus pathogenesis in settings that more 
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accurately mimic the situation in vivo, i.e. when leukocidins are expressed simultaneously, they are 

all fully functional and can form non-cognate pairs. 

1.5. Leukocidin species specificity and animal models in S. aureus research  

As the consequence of binding to specific cellular receptors, the leukocidins have significant 

species specificity (Table 1). Identification of the receptors helped to understand the observed 

species specificity, which results from: a) different level of the receptor expression between 

different species, b) lack of receptor expression in certain species, c) different binding affinities of 

the cytotoxin for the receptors from different species due to amino acid variations (lack of 

conservation) or d) a combination of these. Some of the most prominent examples are: LukGH, 

HlgCB and LukSF-PV that have no or limited activity towards mouse cells, due to molecular 

incompatibility of cytotoxins with their respective receptors, resulting in lower affinity or no binding 

of the cytotoxins to the receptor (DuMont et al, 2013b; Spaan et al, 2013b; Spaan et al, 2015a), and 

the HlgAB/CXCR1 pair, where the low level of receptor expression in mice seems to explain the 

human versus mouse preference (Spaan et al, 2015a). The only leukocidin that displays considerable 

cytotoxicity towards mouse phagocytes is LukED (Alonso et al, 2012). Leukocidin cytotoxicity in 

rabbits is more similar, but does not fully reflect cytotoxicity in human, as rabbits are much more 

susceptible to LukED but more resistant to LukGH (Malachowa et al, 2012; Diep et al, 2016; Trstenjak 

et al, 2019). Before the recognition of leukocidin species specificity, murine and rat models were 

broadly used for S. aureus pathogenesis studies and testing immune based approaches. Clearly, the 

value of rodent models in determining the contribution of leukocidins to S. aureus pathogenesis is 

limited (Table 1). Contradicting in vitro and in vivo data were sometimes obtained using inadequate 

animal models making it difficult to distinguish or assess the role of individual leukocidins in 

S. aureus pathogenesis. For instance, studies with S. aureus ΔlukSF-PV mutant using mouse model 

reported either less severe infections (Labandeira-Rey et al, 2007; Brown et al, 2009) or no change 

and even worsened disease outcomes, compared to the S. aureus wild-type (Voyich et al, 2006; 

Yoong & Pier, 2012). Even though LukSF-PV is active towards rabbit cells, studies of skin and soft 

tissue infections in rabbit models also led to ambiguous results. While some groups reported 

significant role of LukSF-PV in pathogenesis, others have seen no contribution (Kobayashi et al, 2011; 

Lipinska et al, 2011; Malachowa et al, 2012). Despite the established LukGH contribution to the 

S. aureus infection in vitro and ex vivo, contribution to the S. aureus virulence in vivo could not be 

uniformly confirmed. In one study, deletion of lukGH led to decreased bacterial load in mouse renal 

abscess model (DuMont et al, 2011), in another no contribution to the mouse bacteraemia model 

was seen, but instead deletion of lukGH resulted in worsened disease outcome (Malachowa et al, 
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2012). The same study further reports that LukGH could not enhance the virulence in the rabbit skin 

infection models and that the high cytotoxic capacity of LukGH towards monkey PMNs in vitro could 

not be correlated with its ability to induce inflammatory response in monkeys (Malachowa et al, 

2012). This further emphasises that in vitro cytotoxicity may not necessarily predict the in vivo 

situation (Malachowa et al, 2012).  

The contribution of leukocidins to S. aureus infection in vivo may differ from in vitro 

conditions, due to different expression levels of leukocidins during bacterial growth, non-cognate 

leukocidin pairs and antagonism between leukocidins (König et al, 1997; Yanai et al, 2014; Adhikari 

et al, 2015; Yoong & Torres, 2015). Failed clinical trials, despite the proven efficacy of drugs in vitro 

and ex vivo and in animal models support this notion (Fowler & Proctor, 2014; Salgado-Pabón & 

Schlievert, 2014). Therefore, clinically-relevant animal models that more accurately reflect the 

human conditions are needed. The development of such models with a focus on LukGH may be a 

promising starting point, due to the high cytotoxicity of LukGH in vitro and ex vivo (Ventura et al, 

2010; DuMont et al, 2011; Rouha et al, 2015; Janesch et al, 2017) and as increases in its cytotoxicity 

is linked with receptor up-regulation upon infection-relevant stimuli (Janesch et al, 2017).   

1.5.1. Overcoming LukGH species specificity 

The established LukGH species specificity in vitro that was demonstrated to correlate with 

binding to CD11b-I from that species, i.e. no binding to mouse CD11b-I (moCD11b-I) and very low 

activity towards murine PMNs in vitro, is believed to be a result of lower sequence conservation of 

the LukGH receptor between different species (Malachowa et al, 2012; DuMont et al, 2013b; 

Trstenjak et al, 2019). Namely, human CD11b-I shares 86%, 79.1% and 78.1% identity with macaque, 

rabbit and mouse CD11b-I, respectively (DuMont et al, 2013b; own unpublished data). One of the 

approaches to study the contribution of species specific leukocidins, mainly LukGH, is the 

development of humanized mice by using immunocompromised mice reconstituted with a human 

hematopoietic system, or by knocking “out or in” the host factors involved in species specificity 

(Trstenjak et al, 2019). There is uncertainty whether transgenic CD11b/CD18 can exert all integrin 

related functions or if the leukocyte-dependent responses would not be compromised as seen in 

CD11b/CD18 deficient mice (Coxon et al, 1996; Ding et al, 1999), due to low sequence homology 

between human and mouse CD11b-I. Study from Prince et al (2017), using humanized mice with 

reconstituted human hematopoietic system, demonstrated increased susceptibility to S. aureus 

infection and they confirmed contribution of LukSF-PV to the pathogenesis, but did not observe any 

phenotype for LukGH. This humanized model, however, does not yet fully replicate a functioning 

human immune system and additional improvements are needed (Prince et al, 2017), especially 
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when studying the role of LukGH in the pathogenesis. Another approach in surpassing the species 

specificity takes advantage of structural information about bacteria-host molecular interactions. To 

mimic the human disease in models with non-susceptible animal species, bacteria are engineered to 

express virulence factors that are active towards the selected animal host. Wollert et al used this 

approach to adapt Listeria monocytogenes for mouse by improving the binding of the listerial 

invasion protein InlA to the murine variant of its cognate receptor E-cadherin by protein engineering 

(Wollert et al, 2007). Because of the central role of CD11b in immune processes, determining the 

binding epitope between LukGH-CD11b-I would allow us to modify the cytotoxin or to introduce 

minimal changes in the CD11b-I without interfering with binding of naturally occurring ligands and 

still preserving full function of the integrin. Even though this is an exciting approach that bypasses 

introduction of unwanted changes in receptors that are often important immune molecules, care 

should be taken as not to expand pathogenic properties of the bacterial toxins, as was observed for 

lnlA (Tsai et al, 2013; Trstenjak et al, 2019). 

1.6. Research outline 

The aim of the project was to gain understanding on the molecular mechanisms and 

structural requirements for the leukocidin-receptor (LukGH-CD11b-I) interactions in order to design 

leukocidin variants that have increased potency in small animal models (rabbit or mouse).  

The project started with the adaptation of LukGH for the rabbit host (Publication I), for three 

main reasons: 1) detectable LukGH cytotoxicity towards rabbit PMNs in vitro and ex vivo (still 100 

fold lower than towards human neutrophils), 2) LukGH targets only one receptor and 3) cell 

susceptibility to LukGH is dependent on the binding affinity of LukGH to the receptor (Ventura et al, 

2010; DuMont et al, 2011; Malachowa et al, 2012; DuMont et al, 2013b; Rouha et al, 2015; Janesch 

et al, 2017). Importantly, cytotoxicity of the other S. aureus leukocidins in rabbits mostly resembles 

their cytotoxicity towards human cells (Table 1) (Malachowa et al, 2012; Diep et al, 2016). 

Furthermore, rabbits are a natural host for S. aureus and they show a similar range of natural 

staphylococcal infections as humans (Viana et al, 2015). In Publication I we discuss the efforts to 

map the interaction site of CD11b-I on LukH protomer by targeted mutagenesis and report the 

determined binding epitope. Moreover, we illustrate how a single amino acid mutation in LukH can 

result in improved binding to rabbit CD11b-I and improved LukGH cytotoxicity towards rabbit PMNs 

when expressed from the S. aureus chromosome. This validates our approach and suggests that 

S. aureus strains carrying rabbit-adapted LukGH variants are attractive tools for studying the role of 

LukGH in S. aureus pathogenesis in animals (Publication I). Even though there was a significant 

(10-fold) increase in LukGH cytotoxicity towards rabbit PMNs, further targeted mutagenesis of the 
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epitope did not result in the same cytotoxicity levels as observed for human PMNs (still 10-fold 

lower).  

To better understand the LukGH-CD11b-I interaction, we tried to determine the crystal 

structure of LukGH-CD11b-I, by using different LukGH constructs (LukGH wild-type, LukGH with an 

impaired oligomerisation interface (Badarau et al, 2015), and LukGH missing the unstructured 

N-terminus of LukH) and CD11b-I from different species. We managed to crystallize mouse CD11b-I 

in complex with the LukGH_K319A variant, generated in Publication I, that had significantly better 

binding to moCD11b-I but it did not show any cytotoxicity towards mouse PMNs (Publication I, 

Manuscript I). Subsequently, crystals were also obtained for huCD11b-I in complex with wild-type 

LukGH, within a similar crystallization conditions, but diffracting at lower resolution (Manuscript I). 

In parallel to crystallization efforts, we also collected SAXS data for LukGH-huCD11b-I complex in 

presence of a monoclonal antibody targeting LukGH (Badarau et al, 2016). Analysis of the LukGH-

CD11b-I interaction discussed in Manuscript I supports the binding epitope on LukH determined in 

Publication I and it reveals a second binding epitope on LukG. Furthermore, the binding epitope on 

CD11b-I highlights the key integrin features necessary for interaction with LukGH and provides an 

insight into the species specificity of LukGH. Additionally, LukGH_K319A, as well as all other LukGH 

variants tested, did not form octamers in the presence of moCD11b-I in solution, explaining the lack 

of LukGH wild-type and LukGH_K319A cytotoxicity towards mouse PMNs despite increased affinity 

for the latter. In Manuscript I, we discuss new mechanisms of leukocidin-receptor interaction that 

were, so far, not reported for other leukocidins and that can explain the oligomerisation process of 

the leukocidins and the role of the receptor in this process. At the end, we provide the molecular 

basis for observed correlation between receptor upregulation and LukGH cytotoxicity and propose 

the mechanism of pore formation on activated PMNs (Manuscript I). In conclusion, the structural 

features on both cytotoxin and receptor, responsible for binding and oligomerisation, open new 

possibilities for rational adaptation of LukGH for other species. 
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2. PUBLICATIONS AND MANUSCRIPTS 

Publication I: 

Trstenjak N., Stulik L., Rouha H., Zmajkovic J., Zerbs M., Nagy E., Badarau A. Adaptation of the 

Staphylococcus aureus leukocidin LukGH for the rabbit host by protein engineering. Biochemical 

Journal 476, 275-292 (2019). 

 

Personal contribution: 

Performing the experiments (except generation of the mutant S. aureus strains), data 

analysis, writing of the manuscript, and preparation of the figures. 

 

 

Manuscript I: 

Trstenjak N., Milic, D., Graewert, M.A., Rouha, H., Svergun, D., Djinovic-Carugo, K., Nagy, E., Badarau 

A. Molecular mechanism of leukocidin GH - integrin CD11b/CD18 recognition and species specificity. 

Submitted to Nature Chemical Biology on June 28th, 2019. 

currently under review (status June 28th, 2019). 

 

Personal contribution: 

Performing binding, in vitro and DLS experiments. Preparation of samples for SAXS and 

crystallization experiments. Setup and optimization of crystallization conditions. Data 

analysis, writing of the manuscript, and preparation of the figures. 
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ABSTRACT 18 

Host-pathogen interactions are central to understanding microbial pathogenesis. The 19 

staphylococcal pore forming cytotoxins hijack important immune molecules but little is known about 20 

the underlying molecular mechanisms of cytotoxin–receptor interaction and host specificity. Here 21 

we report the first structures of a staphylococcal pore forming cytotoxin, leukocidin GH (LukGH), in 22 

complex with its receptor (the α-I domain of complement receptor 3, CD11b-I), both for the human 23 

and murine homologues. We observe two binding interfaces, on the LukG and the LukH protomers, 24 

and show that human CD11b-I induces LukGH oligomerisation in solution. LukGH binds murine 25 

CD11b-I weakly and is inactive towards murine neutrophils. Using a LukGH variant engineered to 26 

bind mouse CD11b-I, we demonstrate that cytolytic activity does not only require binding but also 27 

receptor-dependent oligomerisation. Our studies provide an unprecedented insight into bi-28 

component leukocidin–host receptor interaction, enabling the development of anti-toxin 29 

approaches and improved animal models to explore these approaches.        30 

INTRODUCTION 31 

Staphylococcus aureus is a versatile human pathogen with the unique ability to cause a wide 32 

range of diseases, such as skin and soft tissue infections, sepsis or pneumonia, attributed to its 33 

immense diversity of host-targeting virulence factors [1]. The secreted leukocidins, a family of bi-34 

component pore forming toxins, are believed to be at the core of S. aureus immune evasion by lysing 35 

phagocytic cells, mainly neutrophil granulocytes but also monocytes and macrophages [2, 3]. S. 36 

aureus produces up to five different leukocidins: gamma-hemolysins HlgAB and HlgCB, LukSF-PV 37 

(PVL), LukED and LukGH (also called LukAB) [2], with their cell type and species specificity driven by 38 

binding to different proteinaceous receptors on the surface of the immune cells [2, 3]. Following 39 

receptor binding, the toxins oligomerise to form a lytic, octameric, beta-barrel pore on the cell 40 

membrane. Although the steps involved in the leukocidin structural changes occurring during the 41 

pore formation are at least partly understood, less is known about the role of the receptors in this 42 

process [4, 5]. 43 

All cellular receptors of the bi-component toxins are transmembrane-spanning G protein-coupled 44 

receptors (GPCRs) [2, 3, 6], except for LukGH, which binds to the extracellular α-I domain of the 45 

αM/β2 integrin (CD11b/CD18, macrophage-1 antigen, or complement receptor 3) [7]. CD11b/CD18 is 46 

a member of the CD18 integrin family and is expressed on professional phagocytic cells [8] with a 47 

central role in the immune system, binding more than 40 protein ligands, including human 48 

fibrinogen and the complement fragment iC3b [9-11]. Both the α and β subunits contain large 49 
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ectodomains, one transmembrane domain each, and short cytoplasmic domains, which enable 50 

communication with the extracellular environment. The two ectodomains, supported by their upper 51 

and lower legs, come together to form the integrin head, which comprises the α-I domain, the 52 

canonical ligand binding site in the integrins. Integrin activation, the so-called ‘inside-out signaling’, 53 

results in an allosteric switch in the CD11b/CD18 ectodomain, from a resting, bent state to the 54 

extended form, with the corresponding activation of the α-I domain (conversion to open form, see 55 

below), and ligand recruitment [12].  56 

The human α-I domain (CD11b-I) was expressed recombinantly, independently of the other integrin 57 

subunits [13], and to date 13 crystal structures of CD11b-I in complex with natural ligands, 58 

antagonists, antibodies, or alone, have been solved [13-20]. However, despite the critical role of 59 

CD11b-I in the immune system of different mammals [21], all available crystal structures were 60 

obtained with the human CD11b-I (huCD11b-I). Two different conformations have been observed: 61 

the so called inactive (closed or low affinity) and active (open or high affinity) forms of CD11b-I. The 62 

latter involves the rearrangement of the metal coordinating residues at the metal ion-dependent 63 

adhesion site (MIDAS), to allow a carboxylate group from the ligand to complete the metal 64 

coordination, and a 10-Å downward shift of the C-terminal α-helix [12, 14].  65 

LukGH is expressed in human infections and appears to be the most potent S. aureus leukocidin 66 

based on in vitro and ex vivo data [22-25]. It is however inactive or displays limited activity in the 67 

established S. aureus in vivo models, such as mouse and rabbit, which hinders the study of its role in 68 

S. aureus pathogenesis [7, 26]. The variation in the CD11b-I sequences between different species 69 

was used to explain the LukGH species specificity, and activity was shown to correlate with binding 70 

to CD11b-I, i.e. no binding to mouse CD11b-I (moCD11b-I) and very low activity towards murine 71 

polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs) in vitro [7, 26]. We have recently been able to improve 72 

LukGH cytotoxicity (~10–15-fold) towards rabbit cells by increasing binding to the rabbit CD11b-I 73 

receptor, using alanine scanning and targeted mutagenesis to map the cytotoxin-receptor 74 

interaction [27]. However, high-resolution structural data for the LukGH–CD11b-I interaction would 75 

allow rational design of LukGH variants with activity towards different species and provide 76 

mechanistic insights into receptor-mediated pore-formation. 77 

Here, we report the crystal structure of LukGH in complex with the CD11b-I domain, which is the first 78 

structure of a S. aureus pore-forming cytotoxin in complex with its receptor. We use both the human 79 

and the mouse receptors, for crystal and solution structural analysis, to ascertain and characterize 80 

the two main requirements for activity: binding and oligomerisation. We find that the same receptor 81 

molecule is involved in binding and oligomerisation via interactions with the LukH and LukG 82 
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subunits, respectively. The roles of receptor cell surface expression, activation and clustering on 83 

LukGH activity and the molecular drivers of LukGH species specificity are discussed.  84 

RESULTS 85 

Receptor binding is necessary, but not sufficient for LukGH cytotoxicity 86 

Using both human and rabbit cells and recombinant receptor molecules we have previously 87 

confirmed that LukGH binding to CD11b-I indeed correlated with its cytotoxic activity towards PMNs 88 

in these two species, and have identified mutations in LukGH that either decrease or enhance 89 

binding and activity [27]. The most prominent change was seen with LukGH_D312K, a variant with 90 

increased affinity towards rabbit CD11b-I (rbCD11b-I) paralleled by 10–15-fold increased cytotoxicity 91 

of recombinant LukGH towards rabbit PMNs [27]. Mouse PMNs are resistant to LukGH at 92 

concentrations up to 30 µM, and the toxin binds the mouse receptor very weakly (Kd ~1 µM, Figure 93 

1a-c) [7]. We found two mutations in LukH, R294A and K319A (previously shown to decrease binding 94 

towards the human and rabbit receptor) [27] that significantly increase binding to moCD11b-I (Kd of 95 

63 nM for LukGH_K319A, similar to LukGH_D312K with rbCD11b-I, Figure 1b). However, these 96 

mutants display no activity towards mouse PMNs, at concentrations up to 20 µM, which are over 3 97 

orders of magnitude greater than the EC50 values of LukGH for rabbit and human PMNs (Figure 1b 98 

and 1c). Thus, the receptor binding – cytolytic activity correlation observed for human and rabbit 99 

does not apply to the mouse system and we hypothesized that another step in the pore forming 100 

process, beyond receptor binding, is responsible.  101 

Structural insight into LukGH-CD11b-I interaction and specificity  102 

Several attempts to crystallize huCD11b-I in complex with LukGH, including different LukGH 103 

constructs, i.e. LukGH wild-type, LukGH with an impaired oligomerisation interface (LukG1H) [28], 104 

and LukGH lacking the unstructured N-terminus of LukH (33 and 41 amino acids), were unsuccessful. 105 

However, we managed to crystallize murine CD11b-I (moCD11b-I) in complex with the full-length 106 

LukGH_K319A mutant (with increased affinity to moCD11b-I), with crystals diffracting to 2.29 Å 107 

resolution (Supplementary Table 1). Subsequently, crystals were also obtained for the human variant 108 

(huCD11b-I) in complex with full-length wild-type LukGH, but anisotropically diffracted to lower 109 

resolution (2.75 Å along a* and b*, and 4.79 Å along c*) (Supplementary Table 1). Both crystal 110 

structures revealed one LukG and one LukH molecule bound to the CD11b-I in the asymmetric unit, 111 

with a total binding surface area of 701 and 340 Å2 for LukH_K319A/moCD11b-I and LukG/moCD11b-112 

I, and 695 and 246 Å2 for LukH/huCD11b-I and LukG/huCD11b-I interfaces, respectively. In the crystal 113 

lattice, the LukG and LukH protomers assembled into a four-fold rotationally (C4) symmetrical 114 
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octameric pore composed of four LukG–LukH–CD11b-I heterotrimers, similar to that previously 115 

reported for LukGH alone (PDB 4TW1) [28] (Figure 1d). Interestingly, apart from the expected LukH–116 

CD11b-I epitope, we observe a second binding site between CD11b-I and LukG from an adjacent 117 

dimer of the LukGH octamer (Figure 1d). 118 

With the exception of the N-termini and a few loops, essentially the entire LukH and LukG subunits 119 

are visible in the electron density map. The RMSDCα values between the LukGH from the structures 120 

reported here and each of the two crystallographically-independent LukGH octamers in PDB 4TW1 121 

[28] are 0.88 and 1.04 Å over 2247 and 2257 superimposed Cα atoms for the mouse complex, and 122 

0.59 and 0.73 Å over 2167 and 2161 superimposed Cα atoms for the human complex, respectively. 123 

For the moCD11b-I and huCD11b-I more than 20 amino acids of the C-terminal α-helix (α7) are not 124 

visible in the electron density maps (Figure 1e), as also seen in the structure of huCD11b-I–C3d 125 

complex (PDB 4M76) [19], which is lacking the last 11 amino acids. Similar to previously published 126 

huCD11b-I structures, moCD11b-I folds into an α/β Rossmann fold (Figure 1e), as expected due to 127 

relatively high sequence conservation between CD11b-I domains from different species (78% 128 

identity between mo and huCD11b-I) [7]. The RMSDCα between the CD11b-I domains in the 129 

complexes and the previously published conformations of huCD11b-I: active (PDB 1IDO) [13] and 130 

inactive (PDB 1JLM) [14], are 0.62 and 1.63 Å over 169 superimposed Cα atoms for moCD11b-I, and 131 

0.70 and 1.27 Å over 168 superimposed Cα atoms for huCD11b-I, respectively (Figure 1e). The 132 

tendency of the α7 helix for downward shift and the coordination sphere of Mg2+ in the MIDAS site 133 

indicate that both human and mouse CD11b-I exist in the active conformation when bound to LukGH 134 

(Figure 1e, 1f). 135 

To explain additionally observed features in difference electron density maps, we included six 136 

discrete molecules of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) per an asymmetric unit of each structure. One 137 

DMSO moiety (DMSO2) is positioned in a hydrophobic pocket in the rim of LukG, occupied by either 138 

the side chain of  M103 from the antibody Fab fragment of an anti-LukGH antibody (aLukGH-139 

mAb#5.H1H2) in the Fab-LukGH complex (PDB 5K59) [29] or the side chain of LukG_N206 in one of 140 

the four chains from the LukGH octamer (PDB 4TW1), indicating a potential lipid binding site (Figure 141 

1d). This pocket is ~15 Å away from the canonical phosphocholine binding pocket in other beta 142 

barrel pore forming toxins [30, 31], which is occupied in all known LukGH structures by the side 143 

chain of M178.  144 

Main interaction site of CD11b-I–LukGH and its conservation 145 

The main interaction site of LukGH with CD11b-I is located in the cap domain of LukH, in agreement 146 

with previous binding and mutagenesis data [27, 28, 32] (Figure 2a). Interestingly, structural 147 
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superposition of the LukGH_K319A–moCD11b-I and LukGH–huCD11b-I structures over 706 148 

Cα atoms resulted in RMSDCα of 1.11 Å. The largest structural difference is due to a shift in the 149 

position of the CD11b-I main chain (mean displacement of 1.9 Å, rotation by approx. 7° about a 150 

hinge nearly parallel to the pore axis and a maximal Cα-shift of 5 Å when the superposition is 151 

performed on LukH alone; RMSDCα of 0.41 Å over 270 Cα atoms), caused by different interactions at 152 

the edges of the binding epitope (vide infra) (Figure 2a, middle panel). 153 

The core of the interface is well conserved between the mouse and human structures (Figure 2a, left 154 

panel, Supplementary Table 2). Central to these interactions is the MIDAS site, where the LukH 155 

residue E323 completes the octahedral coordination sphere around the metal ion, together with the 156 

conserved CD11b-I residues (S144, S142 and T209) and two water molecules, as seen for the active 157 

conformation of huCD11b-I (Figure 1f, Figure 2a, left panel) [13, 14]. The importance of this 158 

interaction is supported by the lack of receptor binding and cytolytic activity of the LukGH E323A 159 

variant [27, 32] and by the fact that Mg2+ substitution at the MIDAS site by Ca2+ impairs LukGH 160 

binding (Supplementary Table 3). Additional interactions involve the salt bridges between the side 161 

chains of E244 (CD11b-I) and R294 (LukH) and the side chain of R208 (CD11b) and the C-terminal 162 

carboxyl group of G324 (LukH). Polar contacts between R208 (CD11b-I) and H188 and Y321 (LukH), 163 

van der Waals contacts between F246 (CD11b-I) and LukH residues D114, H188 and Y321 and a 164 

hydrophobic interaction between P249 (CD11b-I) and W187 (LukH) are also observed (Figure 2a, left 165 

panel). Mutagenesis studies at these positions in LukH confirm their involvement in binding and/or 166 

activity [27]. While residues E244, R208 and F246 are conserved between human, rhesus macaque, 167 

pig, rabbit and mouse CD11b-I variants, residues R208 and F246 are replaced by Q and Y, 168 

respectively, in guinea pig (Supplementary Figure 1a), explaining the lack of binding of LukGH to the 169 

guinea pig receptor and activity towards guinea pig PMNs (unpublished data). 170 

The LukH–CD11b-I complex is stabilized by a number of salt bridges and polar interactions 171 

(Supplementary Table 2), explaining why the LukGH affinity for CD11b-I decreases with increasing 172 

the ionic strength, even though protein stability is not affected (Supplementary Table 4, 173 

Supplementary Figure 1b). At the extremities of the interface (Figure 2a, right panel), the LukH–174 

CD11b-I interactions vary in the two species. The main driver is the S277 huCD11b-I residue, which is 175 

K in the mouse variant. K277 forms a salt bridge with D316 in LukGH_K319A-moCD11b-I complex 176 

(not present for the human complex) (Figure 2a, right bottom panel). It appears that reduction of 177 

the size and removal of the positive charge (K319A) is needed to prevent steric clashes and 178 

electrostatic repulsion between K277 and K319, explaining the increased binding of the 179 

LukGH_K319A variant to moCD11b-I. Instead, S277 from huCD11b-I forms hydrogen bonds with the 180 
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Y314 and D316 side chains, which brings the main chain of huCD11b-I closer to LukH (Figure 2a, right 181 

bottom panel).  182 

Since S277 is conserved between different species, except for mouse, we performed “humanizing 183 

mutations”, exchanging K277_P278 in moCD11b-I with S_E, to confirm the above hypothesis. The 184 

LukGH variants with mutations in the region involved in the interaction with K277 (R294A, K319A, 185 

D316A) showed a similar binding pattern for moCD11b-I_SE and huCD11b-I, i.e. decreased binding 186 

affinity to the R294A and K319A mutants, while mutations remote from this interaction site (R119A, 187 

R121A, D312A) were not affected by the CD11b-I variant (Figure 2b). The decreased binding affinity 188 

of K319A LukGH to huCD11b-I is probably due to loss of a salt bridge between K319 and E244 189 

(CD11b-I). Additionally, we “humanized” the neighboring Q279 in moCD11b-I (moCD11b-I_Q279K), 190 

which makes a N-H···π interaction with the aromatic side chain of LukH_Y314 in the mouse but not 191 

in the human complex (the corresponding K279 residue is oriented away from the interface). After 192 

confirming that the protein stability of the mutants is unchanged (Supplementary Figure 1c), we 193 

measured binding of the LukGH variants to moCD11b-I_SE and _Q279K. The moCD11b-I_Q279K 194 

variant had significantly increased affinity towards LukGH_K319A (Figure 2b). Additional interactions 195 

are present in the moCD11b-I complex only, including the salt bridge at the top of the interface 196 

(D251 (moCD11b-I) – R119 (LukH)) (Figure 2a, right top panel) and a hydrogen bond at the bottom 197 

(N146 (moCD11b-I) – K322 (LukH)) (Figure 2a, right bottom panel).  198 

While the LukH residues forming the salt bridges in human and mouse complexes are mostly 199 

conserved, with the exception of LukH_R119 and LukH_K319, only two positions from CD11b-I 200 

involved in salt bridge formation are conserved between human, rabbit, mouse, pig, rhesus macaque 201 

and guinea pig (Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary Figure 1a). The conservation of the CD11b-I 202 

residues involved in the binding epitope in mouse and human CD11b-I complex structure between 203 

different species reveals the highest similarity between human and rhesus macaque (89% identity) 204 

and the highest divergence between human and guinea pig (63% identity), which correlates with the 205 

binding and activity towards those species PMNs [26; unpublished data].  206 

Second binding interface between LukG and CD11b-I 207 

Unexpectedly, besides the LukH-CD11b-I epitope, we observed a second binding region between 208 

CD11b-I and LukG from an adjacent dimer of the LukGH octamer (Figure 1d, Figure 2c, 209 

Supplementary Table 5). This interface shares some conservation between the mouse and human 210 

complexes, e.g. the hydrogen bond between R66 (LukG) guanidinium group and L205 (CD11b-I) main 211 

chain carbonyl group. However, most of the residues contacting the two loops in LukG in this 212 

interface differ between the species, e.g. N33 (LukG) side chain makes a hydrogen bond with a 213 
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carboxyl group of D178 in moCD11b-I and E178 in huCD11b-I. Particularly interesting is the 214 

interaction of moCD11b-I with the loop 68–72 in LukG: due to steric hindrance by K203 in moCD11b-215 

I, the loop is flipped by up to ~180˚ compared to the un-complexed structures (PDB 5K59 and 4TW1) 216 

and to the complex with the human receptor (Supplementary Figure 2), which in turn flips the 217 

sidechain of D69, allowing formation of a salt bridge with R181 in moCD11b-I (Figure 2c, right panel). 218 

The flip is presumably kinetically unfavorable, as D69 loses hydrogen bonds with three residues from 219 

the adjacent β-sheet. The difference electron density map suggests flexibility of this loop and the 220 

presence of some other minor alternate conformation(s), which we have not been able to model 221 

satisfactorily (Supplementary Figure 2). Such disorder is not observed in the complex with huCD11b-222 

I, which has T at position 203 and does not appear to interact with the 69–71 loop.  223 

All LukG residues involved in the second binding interface are variable in the currently available LukG 224 

sequences (75– 80% conservation level), in contrast to the main interface where more than half of 225 

the residues are fully conserved (the remaining show 76–99% conservation) (Supplementary Tables 226 

2 and 5).  227 

CD11b-I promotes LukGH oligomerisation in the absence of a cell surface 228 

The ability of CD11b-I to bind at the oligomerisation interface indicates that the receptor alone (in 229 

absence of a cell surface) may promote oligomerisation. To further investigate this, we developed a 230 

non-invasive oligomerisation assay using dynamic light scattering (DLS), by mixing LukGH with 231 

CD11b-I in 1:1 molar ratio and monitoring the molecular size of the mixture, expressed as radius, 232 

over time. The hydrodynamic radia of LukGH and CD11b-I alone are ~5 nm and ~2 nm, and do not 233 

change for up to 36-48 h (Supplementary Figure 3a). When the two components were mixed, we 234 

observed a time-dependent increase in radius from ~5.5 nm to ~11–12 nm over several hours, after 235 

which a plateau was reached (Figure 3a). We assign the lower radius (~5.5 nm) to the LukGH–CD11b-236 

I complex, based on data with an oligomerisation deficient variant, the LukG1H dimer, which binds 237 

huCD11b-I, but is lacking cytolytic activity [28], and shows no change in size when mixed with 238 

CD11b-I (Figure 3a). The higher (~11 nm) radius corresponds to the final oligomerisation product, a 239 

relatively stable structure that does not aggregate in the time frame of the experiment (up to 96 h), 240 

which is, most probably, an assembly similar to the octameric pore found in the crystal lattice. We 241 

observed oligomerisation of LukGH in presence of human and rabbit CD11b-I, but not mouse CD11b-242 

I, which parallels the activity data (Figure 3a). Moreover, the LukGH K319A variant, which shows high 243 

binding to moCD11b-I is still unable to oligomerise in the presence of moCD11b-I, explaining its lack 244 

of cytolytic activity.  245 
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When the oligomerisation rate was approximated to a first-order rate constant, we observe that 246 

huCD11b-I induced oligomerisation of LukGH is ~3× faster than that induced by rbCD11b-I at 247 

physiological NaCl concentrations (150 mM) (Figure 3b, Supplementary Figure 3b). There is however 248 

a marked dependence of oligomerisation rate on NaCl concentration, i.e. it increases with increasing 249 

NaCl concentration from 0 to 150 mM, with some variations at higher salt concentrations for 250 

different receptors (Figure 3b, Supplementary Figure 3b). Although the rate limiting step in this 251 

oligomerisation process is not known, the requirement for NaCl indicates that this must happen in 252 

the extracellular space and not on the cell membrane. 253 

In order to investigate the stoichiometry requirements for CD11b-I mediated oligomerisation of 254 

LukGH, we measured the oligomerisation efficiency and rate at different CD11b-I to LukGH ratios. 255 

The oligomerisation appears complete at ratios as low as 1:4 (1 CD11b-I molecule per LukGH 256 

octamer), with the oligomerisation rate increasing almost linearly with increasing the ratio to 1:1 (4 257 

CD11b-I molecules per LukGH octamer), indicative of a catalytic role of CD11b-I in this process 258 

(Figure 3c).  259 

We wanted to confirm the involvement of the individual residues of LukGH in oligomerisation and 260 

activity, and subsequently engineer LukGH that can oligomerise upon binding to moCD11b-I. We 261 

therefore generated a series of variants (Ala, natural variants and amino acid deletions, mainly in the 262 

LukH_K319A background) and measured their activity (reported as EC50 values or cell viability at a 263 

fixed cytotoxin concentration) towards differentiated granulocyte-like HL-60 cells and mouse 264 

neutrophils and also oligomerisation in presence of the recombinant receptors. All mutants were 265 

characterized by CD spectra and melting temperatures (Tm) to exclude false positive results due to 266 

protein instability (Supplementary Figure 3c, Supplementary Figure 4a–e). The mutants tested had 267 

Tm values similar to the wild-type, except for the L68 and D69 variants (lower Tm of D69 variants 268 

probably due to loss of stabilizing interactions with the adjacent β-sheet (Figure 2c)). Using these 269 

variants, we could clearly confirm the involvement of LukG residues N33, R66, D69, P70 and N71 in 270 

both oligomerisation and activity with the human system (Figure 3d, 3e), and for R66 and D69 also 271 

with rabbit cells (Supplementary Figure 5a), in agreement with structural data. The most striking loss 272 

of activity was seen when LukG_N33 was mutated to the negatively charged E, presumably due to 273 

repulsion at the second interface (LukG_N33 interacts with E178 in huCD11b-I) (Figure 2c right 274 

panel, Figure 3d). Importantly, all the tested variants showed no change in binding to huCD11b-I, 275 

confirming that loss of activity was not due to decreased binding affinity (Supplementary Figure 5b). 276 

Oligomerisation of the LukGH_N33E and S30N mutations could not be measured, as they showed 277 

increased aggregation when tested alone or in presence of human or mouse CD11b-I.  278 
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Importantly, none of the oligomerisation site mutants, co-expressed with LukH_K319A showed any 279 

activity towards mouse PMNs up to cytotoxin concentrations of 800–1000 nM, no improved affinity 280 

towards moCD11b-I and no increase in radius in presence of moCD11b-I, when tested by DLS (Figure 281 

3f, Supplementary Figure 5c, Supplementary Figure 5d). Interestingly, however, the LukGH_D69A, 282 

D69N, D69E, L68Q and N71D variants, which tend to aggregate when incubated alone for up to 36 h 283 

at room temperature (Figure 3f), were stabilized in complex with both human and mouse CD11b-I 284 

(Figure 3e, 3f), as octamers or heterodimers, respectively.  285 

Fab binding to the LukG subunit of LukGH–huCD11b-I prevents its cell membrane 286 

independent oligomerisation 287 

In order to gain insight into the structural organization of the LukGH–receptor complex in solution, 288 

we used solution small-angle X-rays scattering (SAXS) for LukGH and the LukGH–huCD11b-I complex 289 

in presence of the Fab fragment of a LukGH neutralizing antibody (Supplementary Table 6, Figure 4a, 290 

b). The Fab was used to stabilize the dimer and to allow the elution of the complex from the size-291 

exclusion chromatography column to ensure the sample’s monodispersity. First, the complex of the 292 

Fab fragment with LukGH was analyzed in absence of the receptor, and compared to the crystal 293 

structure of the complex we have previously determined [29]. The computed distance distribution 294 

p(r) (Figure 4b) indicates that the molecule is a multi-domain (distinctive bumps) and an elongated 295 

particle (skewed p(r) shifted to shorter distances). Furthermore, the overall structural parameters 296 

derived from SAXS (molecular mass, MM, radius of gyration, RG, and maximum dimension, Dmax) 297 

(Supplementary Table 6) are fully compatible with a monomeric construct and strongly support that 298 

the binding of the Fab fragment prevents the oligomerisation of LukGH. Moreover, the experimental 299 

data are in good agreement with the theoretical curve calculated from a structural model derived 300 

from the available crystal structure (PDB code 5K59) with a discrepancy χ² = 1.8 (Figure 4a).  301 

Next, we analyzed the LukGH–Fab complex bound to huCD11b-I. Noticeable increases observed for 302 

the overall parameters (RG, from about 4.8 to about 5.1 nm, Dmax, from 16 to 18 nm) and an increase 303 

by about 20 kDa in the MM are in line with the stable 1:1 complex formation (Supplementary Table 304 

6, Figure 4a,b) corresponding to LukGH–Fab complex bound to one huCD11b-I. No concentration 305 

dependent alterations in the SAXS data are observed indicating that the receptor is tightly bound to 306 

LukGH also in the presence of the Fab fragment. Moreover, the experimental data are in very good 307 

agreement (χ² = 1.4, Figure 4a) with the scattering curve computed from a model combining the 308 

LukG:Fab interface (PDB 5K59) and the LukH:huCD11b-I interface (crystal structure described here, 309 

Figure 4b). To further improve the fit, the program CORAL was used. Here, the missing amino acids 310 

(44 N-terminal residues of LukH and 22 C-terminal residues of CD11b-I) were modelled as dummy 311 
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residues. With this approach, an χ2 value of 1.0 was achieved (Supplementary Figure 6). Comparison 312 

of twenty individual runs suggests that the N-terminal of LukH is rigid and elongated. 313 

Binding of the αLukGH-mAb#5.H1H2 Fab to the rim region of the LukG protomer (Figure 5a) [29] in 314 

the LukGH dimer did not prevent binding of CD11b-I to LukGH (via the LukH protomer) in solution, 315 

but prevented oligomerisation, as predicted from the crystal structure (αLukGH-mAb#5.H1H2 binds 316 

to the oligomerisation interface) [29] and confirmed by DLS measurements in presence of the Fab 317 

(Figure 5b). However, on the cell surface, when LukGH is bound to the receptor, the αLukGH-318 

mAb#5.H1H2 epitope is no longer accessible (Figure 5a) and no αLukGH-mAb#5.H1H2 binding to cell 319 

bound LukGH was detected [29].  320 

We have also determined the effect of anti-CD11b-I antibodies with known epitopes (Supplementary 321 

Figure 1a), on the activity of LukGH on lipopolysaccharide (LPS) activated human PMNs. In the 322 

presence of the LM2/1 antibody, whose epitope is in the proximity of the LukGH binding epitope 323 

(Supplementary Figure 1a), we observed an inhibition of LukGH activity (Figure 5c), in agreement 324 

with a previous report [7]. On the contrary, the CBRM1/5 antibody, which recognizes a 325 

conformational epitope present only on the active CD11b-I form [33], enhances LukGH activity 326 

(Figure 5d), presumably due to an allosteric activation. This is particularly interesting since an 327 

opposite effect (i.e. inhibition of binding) was observed with other CD11b ligands, ICAM-1 and 328 

fibrinogen, in the presence of CBRM1/5 [33].  329 

DISCUSSION 330 

LukGH is a unique member of the bi-component cytotoxin family, as it dimerizes in solution, 331 

before receptor and target cell binding [28, 32]. This feature has been proposed to be responsible 332 

for the very high cytotoxic activity of LukGH, which also correlates well with receptor up-regulation 333 

and activation on target cells [25, 28]. At ‘high’ receptor densities, on activated PMNs, the activity of 334 

LukGH is up to 3 orders of magnitude higher than on resting PMNs [25]. Here, we provide the 335 

molecular basis for this correlation. A single receptor molecule is able to bind two adjacent dimers in 336 

the octamer, and implicitly a single LukGH dimer can bind two receptor molecules, via separate LukH 337 

and LukG interfaces. In addition, LukGH binds to the active form of the I-domain of CD11b, as all the 338 

other bona fide CD11b ligands. 339 

Using a combination of X-ray crystallography and SAXS, we were able to capture two intermediates 340 

in the receptor-mediated LukGH pore formation pathway. The LukGH dimer–CD11b-I complex, 341 

stabilized by an oligomerisation inhibitory Fab fragment, was analysed by SAXS. This ternary complex 342 

involves interactions between CD11b-I and the cap domain of the LukH subunit, close to the LukGH 343 
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oligomerisation site, also indicated by previous data generated with site-directed mutagenesis [27]. 344 

Since there are no major structural changes in the LukGH dimer compared to the un-ligated form, 345 

this is presumably one of the first intermediates in the pathway. The second intermediate is the fully 346 

formed LukGH octamer complexed with four CD11b-I molecules, which in addition to the LukH 347 

interface (the binding interface), involves interactions with two LukG loops from a neighboring 348 

LukGH dimer (across the oligomerisation interface). This is likely one of the final intermediates 349 

before insertion of the pore into the target cell membrane, although it is possible that not all four 350 

sites need to be occupied for pore formation to occur (see below). Interestingly, while the LukGH 351 

dimer–CD11b-I binding interface has six salt bridges, none is present in the oligomerisation 352 

interface, at least with the human receptor. Accordingly, the ionic strength requirements for the two 353 

processes also appear to follow different trends, i.e. increase in ionic strength favors oligomerisation 354 

but impairs binding. This corroborates the electrostatic nature of the LukGH dimer–CD11b-I 355 

interaction, and hydrophobic nature of the oligomerisation interface, and may indicate different 356 

preferences for diverse microenvironments. 357 

Based on all the structural, mutagenesis, antibody inhibition and cytotoxicity enhancement data 358 

presented here we propose a mechanism of pore formation by LukGH on activated PMNs (Figure 6). 359 

LukGH binds to its integrin receptor, CD11b/CD18, in an extended conformation, induced as a result 360 

of inside-out signaling following activation [12]. This agrees with the potentiation of LukGH activity 361 

on LPS-stimulated PMNs by CBRM1/5, an anti-CD11b-I antibody that targets an epitope shielded in 362 

the bent integrin (Figure 5a, d). According to this model, initially LukGH binds an active CD11b-I 363 

domain on the cell surface, via its LukH subunit, presumably with concomitant recruitment of an 364 

adjacent CD11b-I domain (which may already have an occupied LukH site) via the LukG subunit 365 

(Figure 6). Homodimerization of integrin alpha domains, triggered by interactions between the 366 

homologous transmembrane domains, has been reported for the activated form of integrin αIIbβ3 367 

[34]. Recruitment of two additional LukGH dimers to form the octamer may not necessarily involve 368 

other I-domains (Figure 6), since octameric pore formation is thought to be a highly cooperative 369 

process (as shown for S. aureus γ-hemolysin) [35]. Moreover, DLS oligomerisation data in solution 370 

suggests that there is no effect of additional receptor domains on oligomerisation efficacy and only a 371 

small increase in oligomerisation rate from 2 to 4 CD11b-I equivalents per LukGH octamer is 372 

observed. β-barrel pore formation is a two-step process, and the final step of insertion into the 373 

membrane is thought to occur after complete oligomerisation of the cap domain [4]. In the 374 

extended form of the integrin, the I-domain is ~20 nm from the cell surface, so the integrin would 375 

have to bend to allow for the insertion of the pore (Figure 6). Alternatively, the receptor may 376 

dissociate before pore insertion, via an unidentified mechanism, similar to the proposed receptor 377 
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dissociation after pore formation/oligomerisation in case of another bi-component leukocidins [5]. 378 

Ligand binding to the active I domain of CD11b of the bent CD11b/CD18 integrin is also not 379 

unprecedented: ICAM-1 binding was shown to have anti-inflammatory effects [36]. Another aspect is 380 

the orientation of the LukGH pore relative to the cell surface when LukGH binds the receptor, as the 381 

alignment of CD11b-I on the available ectodomain crystal structures (PDB 3K71, 5ES4, 4NEH, 3K6S) 382 

does not result in a LukGH pore oriented perpendicular to the cell membrane (Supplementary Figure 383 

7). In principle, the region linking the I-domain with the rest of the alpha chain in integrins is flexible 384 

[37, 38] and may allow the rotation of the LukGH pore towards the membrane. An intriguing 385 

possibility is that LukGH pores are able to kill adjacent cells, or that such a mechanism is used for 386 

LukGH-dependent bacterial escape from intracellular compartments [39].   387 

The LukGH pore formation on resting cells is more enigmatic. The receptor density itself is only ~2-388 

fold decreased compared to LPS-activated cells [25], so it is presumably the presence of the closed 389 

conformation of the integrin I domain and the lack of clustering that limit activity. This scenario is 390 

likely less physiologically relevant at late infection time points, as the S. aureus extracellular 391 

components activate PMNs [25], but may become relevant at the onset of the infection. 392 

Interestingly, the killing curves are particularly flat on insensitive PMNs (i.e. little dependency of 393 

killing on LukGH concentration) [25], implying that LukGH concentration is not rate limiting in this 394 

process. In absence of any other stimuli, LukGH itself was shown to be able to prime PMNs [40]. It is 395 

thus possible that at early stages of the infection, (and LukGH is one of the earliest expressed 396 

leukocidins [7]), LukGH promotes an outside-in signalling with conversion of the integrin I domain to 397 

an open form, with binding occurring directly to the bent conformer followed by pore insertion.  398 

Although LukGH oligomerisation in solution is a good predictor of cytolytic activity, i.e. no activity 399 

against mouse cells and no oligomerisation with the mouse receptor, the smaller surface area of the 400 

oligomeric interface in the human compared with the mouse complex, as found in the crystal 401 

structures, appears counter-intuitive. It is therefore tempting to speculate that flexibility on the 402 

outskirts of the interface is needed to promote oligomerisation (kinetically). This aspect must be 403 

considered when attempting to improve oligomerisation of LukGH towards a certain species based 404 

on the current structures. On the other hand, improving binding appears a much easier endeavor. 405 

Interestingly, the sequence conservation map of the interface (both on LukGH and CD11b-I side) also 406 

predicts higher conservation for residues forming the core of the interface, and higher diversity 407 

towards the edges (Supplementary Figure 8). In addition, the contact residues are not conserved 408 

between other CD11b integrins (CD11a, CD11c and CD11d), which explains the specificity of LukGH 409 

towards CD11b.  410 
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Being able to specifically engage activated CD11b on the PMN surface is not the only advantage of 411 

the bivalent toxin-receptor interaction. CD11b/CD18 is known to bind a variety of endogenous 412 

ligands (Supplementary Table 7), with affinities in the high nM range, some with epitopes 413 

overlapping with LukGH binding, e.g. C3d [19], iC3b [9] or human fibrinogen [10] (Supplementary 414 

Figure 1a). The concentration of these ligands varies with tissue type, but is particularly high in the 415 

blood (e.g. 1.5 – 4.0 mg/ml for fibrinogen). It is not yet clear whether LukGH is active in S. aureus 416 

bacterial sepsis, but the avid binding of LukGH to the CD11b receptors certainly provides a 417 

competitive advantage over the monovalent endogenous ligands. Following the same principle, the 418 

anthrax toxin protective antigen (PA) binds to its von Willebrand type I domain receptor, to the 419 

MIDAS site via the PA_IV domain, but forms additional interactions using a neighboring domain 420 

(PA_II), leading to an ~1000-fold higher affinity compared to a typical integrin–ligand complex [41]. 421 

Moreover, it was shown that the protonation of a histidine residue on the receptor, at the edge of 422 

this additional binding pocket, controls the pH-dependent dissociation from PA_II and subsequent 423 

pore formation, reminiscent of the CD11b-I interaction with LukG, where reduced interactions 424 

appear to favour oligomerisation [41].   425 

CD11b/CD18 and the other β2 integrins (CD11a, CD11c and CD11d) play important roles in immune 426 

defense mechanisms, at the same time regulating immune responses [42]. Whereas reduction or 427 

lack of β2 integrins leads to higher susceptibility to infection and impaired inflammatory responses, 428 

increased expression or activation of integrins has been linked to autoimmune diseases such as 429 

systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis as well as inflammation 430 

aggravated conditions such as stroke [42]. The extremely high specificity and avidity of LukGH 431 

towards activated CD11b, and the availability of structural information for the interaction, make 432 

LukGH a suitable candidate for engineering potential therapeutic candidates, with or without 433 

functional pores, targeting integrins in inflammatory diseases. The caveats of using a non-human 434 

therapeutic protein, particularly for chronic indications, typically arise from the short half-life and 435 

formation of anti-drug antibodies. These could be, however, potentially circumvented for LukGH by 436 

exploiting its own ability to blunt the adaptive immunity via dendritic cell targeting [43] and by 437 

making use of its numerous and diverse natural sequence variants [44]. 438 

ONLINE METHODS 439 

Production of recombinant LukGH variants  440 

LukGH variants were produced recombinantly in E. coli, as described previously [28], based on the 441 

wild-type sequence of the community-associated methicillin resistant S. aureus (CA-MRSA) USA300 442 

(ST8) TCH1516 strain. The lukG gene was cloned into pET44a vector and was expressed as a fusion 443 
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protein with NusA/His6 at the N-terminus to allow metal ion affinity purification of the complex, 444 

whereas LukH was expressed in un-tagged form. LukH and LukG mutants were generated with 445 

QuikChange II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent, according to the manufacturer instructions) 446 

using the lukH_pET200D/TOPO and lukG_pET44a as a template, respectively. The wild-type or 447 

variants lukH and lukG were co-transformed into E. coli TUNER DE3 cells (Novagen) and protein 448 

expression was induced with isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) as described previously 449 

[28].  450 

Recombinant LukGH proteins were purified as described previously [28] or using batch methods 451 

designed for high-throughput purification from 0.125 L cultures as described in Trstenjak et al, 2019 452 

[27]. Briefly, bacterial pellets were disrupted using 0.1 % n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside and two freeze-453 

thaw cycles in liquid nitrogen. The LukGH dimers were first purified from cell extracts by metal ion 454 

affinity chromatography using Ni Sepharose 6 Fast Flow beads (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 20 455 

mM Tris, pH 7.5 plus 50 mM imidazole. Beads were loaded on Microplate Devices UNIFILTER, 96 456 

wells plate (Whatman) and elution with 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5 plus 500 mM imidazole was performed 457 

by centrifugation. After dialyzing into 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5 and removal of the NusA/His6 tag on LukG 458 

with enterokinase (NEB), the untagged LukGH complex was purified using SP Sepharose Fast Flow 459 

beads (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5 plus 50 mM NaCl. Beads 460 

were treated as described for the affinity purification, and the proteins were eluted with 20 mM 461 

sodium phosphate, pH 7.5 plus NaCl (150–300 mM). Protein concentration was calculated based on 462 

the UV absorbance at 280 nm using the extinction coefficient (ε280= 112 000 M−1 cm−1) calculated 463 

with ProtParam tool (ExPASy Server) [45] based on the LukGH protein sequence. Protein purity was 464 

determined by SDS-PAGE gels, stability by differential scanning fluorimetry and the secondary 465 

structure by circular dichroism.  466 

Production of moCD11b-I variants and expression and purification of recombinant huCD11b-467 

I, rbCD11b-I and moCD11b-I 468 

The I-domains (amino acids 127-321) of huCD11b, rbCD11b and moCD11b (huCD11b-I, rbCD11b-I 469 

and moCD11b-I) were cloned into pET24a (Novagen) vector at NdeI/XhoI (NdeI/BamHI for rbCD11b-470 

I) sites. MoCD11b-I variants were generated with QuikChange II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit 471 

(Agilent, according to the manufacturer instructions) using the moCD11b-I_pET24a as a template. All 472 

plasmids were transformed into E. coli TUNER DE3 cells and protein expression was induced at 20 °C 473 

for 20 hours with 0.4 mM IPTG. HuCD11b-I and rbCD11b-I were purified as described previously [27, 474 

28]. MoCD11b-I wild-type and variants were purified by cation exchange (HiTrap SP FF, GE 475 

Healthcare) followed by size exclusion (HiLoad Superdex 75 pg, GE Healthcare) chromatography. The 476 

CD11b-I proteins were treated overnight with iodoacetamide (20 mM, Applichem) to alkylate the 477 
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free cysteine and prevent dimer formation. Iodoacetamide was removed on PD-10 columns (GE 478 

Healthcare) equilibrated with 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5 plus 300 mM NaCl. Due to the lack 479 

of tryptophan in the amino acid sequence of hu, mo and rbCD11b-I, protein concentration was 480 

determined based on the UV absorbance at 205 nm using the extinction coefficients (ε205(huCD11b-I)= 481 

797 420 M−1 cm−1, ε205(rbCD11b-I)= 790 170 M−1 cm−1, ε205(moCD11b-I)= 794 570 M−1 cm−1) calculated with 482 

“A205 protein/peptide concentration webserver” [46]. Protein purity and monomer content were 483 

assessed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE gel, stability by differential scanning fluorimetry and the 484 

secondary structure by circular dichroism.  485 

Biotinylated huCD11b-I and moCD11b-I were generated with using the sulfhydryl-reactive reagent 486 

EZ-Link BMCC-Biotin (Thermo Scientific), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For rbCD11b-487 

I, and in some cases for huCD11b-I and moCD11b-I (e.g. when comparing with rbCD11b-I or where 488 

indicated), the amino reactive reagent Sulfo-NHS-LC biotin (Thermo Scientific) was used, yielding 489 

final biotin/protein ratios of 0.15–0.3.   490 

 Circular dichroism (CD) and differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) analysis491 

Far UV (195-250 nm) CD spectra of samples were recorded on a Chirascan (Applied Photophysics) 492 

spectrometer in a 0.5 mm cuvette (Applied Photophysics) at 20°C. The LukGH and CD11b-I samples 493 

were measured at concentration of 0.2–1.0 mg/mL or 0.25–0.66 mg/mL, respectively, in 20 mM 494 

sodium phosphate, pH 7.5 plus 150–300 mM NaCl or 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5 plus 300 mM 495 

NaCl, respectively. The melting points (Tm) of the proteins were determined by differential scanning 496 

fluorimetry. The proteins were mixed with Sypro Orange dye and with corresponding buffer (either 497 

with HEPES, pH 7.5 (50 mM final concentration) or HEPES, pH 7.5 plus MgCl2 (25 mM and 1 mM final 498 

concentration, respectively) and NaCl (150–1000 mM). The assay was conducted in a qPCR 499 

instrument (Bio-Rad CFX96) and the Tm values determined using the Bio-Rad CFX Manager software. 500 

Bio-layer interferometry (BLI) 501 

Binding of LukGH (wild-type and mutants) to huCD11b-I, rbCD11b-I or moCD11b-I (wild-type and 502 

mutants) was evaluated by Bio-Layer Interferometry (fortèBio Octet Red96 instrument, Pall Life 503 

Sciences) as described previously [27]. Shortly, biotinylated CD11b-I (2–4 μg/mL) was immobilized on 504 

streptavidin sensors (fortèBio, Pall Life Sciences). The association of LukGH [50 nM or 100 nM in 505 

assay buffer (PBS plus 1% BSA and 1mM MgCl2 or CaCl2, or 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5 plus 1% BSA plus 506 

1mM MgCl2 and NaCl (150–1000 mM))] to the immobilized receptor and dissociation in assay buffer 507 

were monitored for 5 minutes each. Response units (RU) and where possible (for monophasic 508 

binding curve) equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd), were determined using the Data Analysis 7 509 

software (fortéBio, Pall Life Sciences) by simultaneously fitting the association and dissociation 510 
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curves to a 1:1 binding model. The steady-state Kd values were determined for LukGH wild-type 511 

binding to moCD11b-I and rbCD11b-I by measuring binding at multiple LukGH concentrations (100–512 

2200 nM and 20–400 nM, respectively) and fitting the data to a steady-state equilibrium model 513 

(Forte-Bio Analysis Software, Version 7). 514 

Purification of LukGH–huCD11b-I–Fab and LukGH–Fab complexes and small angle X-ray scat-515 

tering (SAXS) analysis 516 

LukGH and huCD11b-I, purified as described above, and the Fab of αLukGH-mAb#5.H1H2 [29] 517 

expressed in Chinese Hamster Ovary cells and purified by LC-kappa affinity chromatography 518 

(CaptureSelect, Thermo Scientific), were mixed in 1:1:1.5 molar ratio, respectively. For the LukGH–519 

Fab complex, LukGH and Fab were mixed in 1:1.5 molar ratio. The complexes were concentrated to 520 

approximately 10 mg/ml, and the samples were purified on size exclusion chromatography (HiLoad 521 

Superdex 200 pg, GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2. 522 

The LukGH–Fab–-huCD11b-I and LukGH–Fab complexes were concentrated to 4.2 mg/mL and 4.6 523 

mg/ml, respectively. Purity was assessed on non-reducing SDS-PAGE gel and polydispersity by 524 

dynamic light scattering (DLS). Synchrotron radiation X-ray scattering data was collected at the EMBL 525 

P12 beamline of the storage ring PETRA III (DESY, Hamburg, Germany) [47] for both complexes 526 

(LukGH–Fab and LukGH–Fab–huCD11b-I). Images were recorded using a photon counting Pilatus-2M 527 

detector at a sample to detector distance of 3.1 m and a wavelength (λ) of 0.12 nm covering the 528 

range of momentum transfer 0.08 < s < 3.5 nm-1 (s = 4π sinθ/λ, where 2θ is the scattering angle). A 529 

continuous flow cell capillary was used to reduce radiation damage. The latter was monitored by 530 

collecting 20 successive 50 ms exposures, comparing the frames, and discarding those displaying 531 

significant alterations. Data was collected from a dilution series to examine concentration 532 

dependent alterations. Data reduction to produce the final scattering profiles of the complexes were 533 

performed using standard methods. Briefly, for 2D-to-1D radial averaging the SASFLOW pipeline was 534 

used [48]. Scattering profiles from the buffer without protein were used for background subtraction. 535 

The indirect inverse Fourier transform of the SAXS data and the corresponding probable real space-536 

scattering pair distance distribution (P(r) versus r profile) were calculated using GNOM [49], from 537 

which the Rg and Dmax were determined. The P(r) versus r profile was also used for volume and 538 

subsequent molecular weight estimates of the complexes as described in Hajizadeh et al (2018) [50]. 539 

CRYSOL [51] was used to calculate the scattering profiles from the atomic coordinates of available 540 

crystal structures: the Fab fragment bound to LukGH as deposited in PDB 5K59 and for the LukGH–541 

Fab–huCD11b-I complex the interface as described in this work, was projected onto the former 542 

complex.  543 
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To account for missing residues not resolved in the crystal structure the program CORAL [52] was 544 

used. Here, additional beads representing the individual residues are added to the available crystal 545 

structures to optimize the fit to the experimental SAXS data. 44 beads were added to the N-terminus 546 

of LukH and 22 residues to the C-terminus of huCD11b-I. 20 independent calculations were 547 

performed and the models obtained were compared to each other. 548 

To exclude any dissociation process, the program OLIGOMER [53] was used to check if the fits could 549 

be improved by additionally allowing some volume fractions of the individual subunits. This was not 550 

the case. 551 

The SAXS data (as summarized in Supplementary Table 6) and models are deposited in SASBDB 552 

(www.sasbdb.org) with the following accession codes: SASDF45 and SASDF55 for the LukGH–Fab–553 

huCD11b-I and the LukGH–Fab complexes, respectively. 554 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and oligomerisation assay 555 

The increase in cumulant radius of LukGH after addition of CD11b-I from different species was 556 

followed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Wyatt DynaPro DLS Plate Reader II instrument at 557 

25 °C. LukGH, CD11b-I and Fab αLukGH-mAb#5.H1H2 were dialyzed separately against 25 mM 558 

HEPES, pH 7.5 plus 1 mM MgCl2 and concentrated to final concentrations of 1–5 mg/ml for LukGH, 559 

0.5–2.5 mg/ml for CD11b-I and 1 mg/ml for Fab αLukGH-mAb#5.H1H2. After addition of NaCl (0–300 560 

mM) to the samples, LukGH and CD11b-I were mixed either in fixed (1:1 for huCD11b-I, 1:1.2 for 561 

moCD11b-I and 1:1.4 for rbCD11b-I) or in variable (1:0.1 – 1:1 for huCD11b-I) ratios. For the 562 

experiments with the aLukGH-mAb#5.H1H2 Fab, the ratios were 1:1.5, 1.5:1 and 1:1:1.5 for 563 

LukGH:Fab, Fab:huCD11b-I and LukGH:huCD11b-I:Fab, respectively. The samples were spin filtered 564 

(Ultrafree MC, 0.1 µM, Merck) before the measurements. Duplicates of each sample were 565 

transferred into a 1536 Microplate with glass bottom (Greiner) and covered with silicone oil. 566 

Scattering data were collected at pre-set time points. The calculated autocorrelation function was 567 

analyzed by cumulant fit, assuming one population of particles with a single average diffusion 568 

coefficient and a single standard deviation about that average, using DYNAMICS 7.7.0.125 software 569 

(Wyatt Technology). The data with low intensity, or poor fits with the baseline >1.01 and the sum-of-570 

squares error (SOS) > 10 were excluded from further analysis. The cumulant radii of the samples 571 

were plotted against incubation time and fitted to a ‘one-phase association’ function in Prism 6 572 

(Graph Pad) with a fixed starting radius (y0 = 5 nm). 573 

http://www.sasbdb.org/
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  Cytotoxicity assay574 

Cell-based assays were performed using either differentiated HL-60 cells or human, rabbit or mouse 575 

polymorphonuclear cells (PMNs). The HL-60 cells (ATCC® CCL-240TM) were differentiated into 576 

granulocyte-like cells using dimethylformamide (DMF) as described previously [27]. Human PMNs 577 

were isolated from heparinized human whole blood, obtained from healthy volunteers, using 578 

Percoll® (Percoll Plus, GE Healthcare) gradient centrifugation as described previously [28]. Rabbit 579 

PMNs were isolated from rabbit whole blood (New Zealand White rabbits) anti-coagulated with 580 

citrate dextrose solution, using Histopaque 1077 (Sigma-Aldrich) and HetaSep (Stemcell 581 

Technologies) as described previously [54]. Mouse PMNs were purified from mouse whole blood 582 

with acid-citrate-dextrose anti-coagulant (ACD), obtained from BALB/C mice, using EasySep™ Mouse 583 

Neutrophil Enrichment Kit (Stemcell Technologies), according to manufacturer’s instruction. 584 

Cytolytic activity of LukGH (wild-type and variants) was assessed as described previously [24, 25]. 585 

Shortly, human, rabbit (both at 2.5x104 cells/well) or mouse PMNs (1x104 – 2.5x104 cells/well) were 586 

exposed to serial dilutions (0.002 to 100 nM for human and 0.005 to 300 nM for rabbit cells) or fixed 587 

concentration (800 nM, 1000 nM, 20 µM, 30 µM for mouse PMNs) of LukGH or LukED (0.002 to 100 588 

nM) in assay medium (RPMI plus 10% FBS and L-Glutamine) at 37 °C, 5% CO2 for 4 h. Cell viability was 589 

determined with a Cell Titer-Glo® Luminescent Cell Viability Assay Kit (Promega) according to 590 

manufacturer’s instructions. Percent viability was calculated relative to mock-treated cells (100% 591 

viability). Data were analyzed by non-linear regression using Prism 6 (Graph Pad) and toxin activity is 592 

given as EC50 value (half maximal effective concentration). 593 

To determine LukGH competition with the LM2/1 (a-huCD11b (Mac-1a), eBioscience) and CBRM1/5 594 

(Anti-HumanCD11b, Clone: CBRM1/5, eBioscience) antibodies, LPS treated human PMNs (as 595 

described in [27]), at a concentration of 2.5x104 cells/well in the assay medium, were pre-incubated 596 

with corresponding antibody (10 µg/ml) or assay buffer for 30 minutes. After pre-incubation, LukGH 597 

(at final concentrations of 0.031, 0.125, 0.5 or 2 nM) was added to the well and mixture was 598 

incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2 for 4 hours. Cell viability was determined with Cell Titer-Glo® 599 

Luminescent Cell Viability Assay Kit (Promega) as described above. 600 

Protein crystallization 601 

LukGH_K319A with moCD11b-I or LukGH wild-type with huCD11b-I (all proteins were purified as 602 

described above) were mixed in 1:1.2 and 1:1 molar ratio, respectively, after dialyzing the individual 603 

proteins in 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5. The mixtures were concentrated, and the complexes purified on a 604 

cation exchange column (SP FF, GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 50 605 

mM NaCl plus 1 mM MgCl2 using a 0–0.95 M linear gradient of NaCl in the same buffer. The 606 

complexes eluted at ~300 mM NaCl and fractions containing both proteins, based on the SDS-PAGE 607 
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gel, were combined and buffer exchanged (PD-10 column, GE Healthcare) into 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5 608 

plus 1 mM MgCl2 (and 50 mM NaCl for the mouse complex). The complexes were concentrated to a 609 

final concentration of 5 mg/ml and 5.2 mg/ml for LukGH_K319A–moCD11b-I and LukGH–huCD11b-I, 610 

respectively, and characterized by DLS and reducing SDS-PAGE gel. Diffraction quality crystals were 611 

obtained using hanging drop vapor diffusion at 20 °C, in a drop containing 1 µL complex in 1 µL 612 

reservoir solution (25–30% (v/v) Jeffamine-600, 5–10% (v/v) DMSO) or 1 µL complex in 0.5 µL 613 

reservoir solution (30% (v/v) Jeffamine-600, 10% (v/v) DMSO), for LukGH_K319A–moCD11b-I and 614 

LukGH–huCD11b-I, respectively. The crystals were harvested from the crystallization drop using a 615 

nylon loop and frozen directly in liquid nitrogen without addition of a cryoprotectant.  616 

Diffraction data collection, structure determination, refinement and interpretation 617 

Diffraction data were collected at 100 K at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility at beamline 618 

ID30A-1 (MASSIF-1; wavelength 0.966 Å) for the LukGH_K319A–moCD11b-I complex and beamline 619 

ID29 (wavelength 1.072 Å) for the LukGH–huCD11b-I complex. Both datasets were processed using 620 

the XDS program package [55]. Due to significant anisotropic diffraction, the LukGH–huCD11b-I 621 

dataset was corrected and merged using the STARANISO Server [56] incorporating programs 622 

autoPROC [57], POINTLESS [58] and AIMLESS [59].  623 

The LukGH_K319A–moCD11b-I structure was solved by molecular replacement in Phaser [60] using 624 

LukG and LukH structures from their complex with a Fab fragment (PDB code 5K59, chains A and C; 625 

[29]) as independent search models. After initial model building of LukGH in Coot [61] and 10 cycles 626 

of restrained refinement in REFMAC5 [62, 63], additional electron density corresponding to 627 

moCD11b-I domain could be identified clearly and the missing component built in Coot and 628 

Buccaneer [64, 65]. The structure of LukGH–huCD11b-I was solved by molecular replacement in 629 

Phaser [60] by searching sequentially with the LukGH dimer from the refined LukGH_K319A–630 

moCD11b-I structure and then with the modified huCD11b-I domain (PDB code 1IDO) [13] lacking 631 

the C-terminal α7-helix (residues 303–315). Both structures of the complexes were finalized by 632 

model building and refinement in Coot and Phenix [66]. Due to the anisotropic low-resolution 633 

diffraction data, the LukGH–huCD11b-I structure was refined by applying additional dihedral-angle 634 

restraints derived from the refined LukGH_K319A–moCD11b-I structure as a reference model. The 635 

data collection, refinement and validation statistics are shown in Supplementary Table 1. The 636 

molecular interfaces and oligomeric states were analyzed in PISA [67] and the structures were 637 

superposed in program LSQKAB [68] as a part of the CCP4 program suite [69].  638 
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3. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

Leukocidins, the main virulence factors of S. aureus, display significant host tropism (Table 1) 

that hinders studying their role in S. aureus pathogenesis in humans and results in ambiguous data 

from commonly used animal models with rabbits, mice and rats. To circumvent the host specificity 

of wide range of human specific bacterial factors, including S. aureus leukocidins, the most common 

approach is employing humanized animal models. The humanized animal models are, without a 

doubt, important and informative research tools, but as pathogens typically bind to the host 

molecules of complex biological function, humanizing such molecules may result in unforeseen 

secondary effects. The aim of the dissertation was to gain understanding on molecular mechanisms 

and structural requirements of leukocidin-host interactions in order to design leukocidin variants 

that will surpass species specificity, thus providing an alternative tool for humanized animal models 

in S. aureus research.   

3.1. LukGH-CD11b-I interaction and its effect on the immune system 

We hypothesized that LukGH can be adapted for different species by mapping the 

LukGH-CD11b-I interface and introducing minimal changes to LukGH, thus resulting in improved 

affinity for the receptor and subsequently improved cytotoxicity. As the LukGH-CD11b-I binding 

epitope was unknown when this PhD project was initiated, we first applied site-directed 

mutagenesis to map the LukH residues involved in interaction with CD11b-I. The binding epitope was 

subsequently confirmed with crystal structures of LukGH in complex with the human and the mouse 

CD11b-I domain. Contrary to other leukocidins where the binding epitope is part of the rim domain 

(Reyes-Robles et al, 2013; Laventie et al, 2014; Peng et al, 2018), the interacting residues of the main 

binding epitope (found on LukH) are located in the cap domain and they extend to the rim domain in 

the second binding interface (found on LukG). The crystal structures provided further insight into the 

molecular mechanism of LukGH-receptor interaction. LukGH dimerization in solution, before binding 

to the cellular receptor (DuMont et al, 2014; Badarau et al, 2015), was proposed to be responsible 

for the very high cytotoxic activity of LukGH, which is significantly correlated with the upregulation 

and activation of CD11b on target cells (Badarau et al, 2015; Janesch et al, 2017). This correlation 

can be explained by the presence of a second binding interface on the LukG protomer and binding of 

LukGH to active form of CD11b. As LukGH is binding to the activated form of CD11b, the observed 

receptor upregulation in presence of S. aureus infection-relevant stimuli (Janesch et al, 2017), 

further emphasises the importance of studying LukGH in the relevant in vivo models. Proposed 

model of pore formation illustrates how a single receptor molecule is able to bind two adjacent 

LukGH dimers in the octamer, and implicitly a single LukGH dimer can bind two receptor molecules, 
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via separate LukH and LukG interfaces (Manuscript I). The observed multivalent interaction can 

explain the high cytotoxic potency of the LukGH, similarly to Bordetella pertussis adenylate cyclase 

toxin (CyaA)-glycans (Hasan et al, 2015) or cholera toxin-gangliosides interactions (Kuziemko et al, 

1996), where the multivalent interactions of the toxins with their receptors amplify the toxins’ 

cytotoxicity by increasing the overall affinity. It remains to be seen whether the same principle can 

be translated to other leukocidins, especially LukSF-PV. The recently identified low affinity 

interaction of LukF-PV and its receptor CD45 (Table 1; Tromp et al, 2018), besides the other, high-

affinity LukSF-PV/receptor interaction (Table 1; with C5Ra and C5L2 receptors) and localization of 

LukSF-PV in the receptor clusters (Haapasalo et al, 2019) could support such multivalent interactions 

of LukSF-PV for initiation of the pore formation. The leukocidin receptors and F-components appear 

to have more important role in the initiation of the oligomerisation and pore formation than 

believed previously. 

The binding of ligands to CD11b/CD18 results in signal transduction across the plasma 

membrane and triggers intracellular signalling pathways that control diverse cell functions, like 

survival, migration or phagocytosis activation (Legate et al, 2009; Dupuy & Caron, 2008). Bacterial 

toxins can hijack CD11b functions, e.g. the CyaA binds the bent form of integrin and by blocking the 

downstream signalling, prevents activation of phagocytosis (Osicka et al, 2015). As LukGH is binding 

to the extended, active integrin, where I-domain is located at around 20 nm from the cell membrane 

(Figure 2A), the integrin has to bend for LukGH to insert into the membrane. By promoting integrin 

bending, LukGH may render CD11b-I inaccessible for the natural ligands and potentially alter 

downstream signalling, thus modulating the immune response to S. aureus infection. LukGH is 

binding to CD11b-I at the MIDAS site and its binding epitope overlaps with binding epitope of some 

natural ligands, e.g. C3d, iC3b or human fibrinogen (Zhang & Plow, 1999; Yakubenko et al, 2002; 

Bajic et al, 2013, Manuscript I). Considering the high LukGH-CD11b-I affinity, one can speculate that 

in certain conditions, e.g. high LukGH concentration during S. aureus infection, LukGH can potentially 

compete for binding with the natural ligands of CD11b-I. So far none of the studies have looked at 

the interplay between LukGH and natural ligands of CD11b-I, potentially an important aspect in 

LukGH contribution to S. aureus pathogenesis.  

The extremely high specificity of LukGH-CD11b-I interaction and the availability of structural 

information on the interaction can aid the development of alternative methods to combat S. aureus 

infections. Receptor-based inhibitory approaches can be used to design small molecule antagonists 

or receptor-mimicking peptides neutralizing the toxin, as demonstrated for LukED and HIV 

antagonist (Alonso et al, 2012) and for Gram-negative bacterial toxin LtxA and peptides mimicking 

binding site on receptor CD11a/CD18 (Krueger et al, 2018), respectively. Furthermore, high 
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specificity and defined binding epitope render LukGH a feasible candidate for engineering potential 

therapeutic candidates for targeting the integrin to limit inflammatory responses in CD11b/CD18 

mediated autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid arthritis 

(Schittenhelm et al, 2017; Manuscript I).  

While this dissertation provides structural and molecular basis of LukGH-CD11b-I interaction, 

additional studies from structural, cell signalling, immunological and functional aspect (e.g. role of 

lipids in binding, binding of LukGH to inactive form of integrin, effects of integrin bending on integrin 

downstream signalling, interplay between LukGH and natural ligands of CD11b-I) are necessary to 

fully understand this complex interaction and its consequences on the immune system. The 

dissertation also adds to the recent data on the role of receptors in the initiation of the leukocidin 

pore formation and contribution to their cytotoxicity. These data, taken together with currently 

available structural and biochemical data on other leukocidins (Reyes-Robles & Torres, 2016; 

Badarau et al, 2017; Spaan et al, 2017), provide a basis for detailed computational analysis of the 

mechanism of pore formation that can help to understand the dynamics and energy of the 

oligomerisation initiation and the pore formation mechanism. 

3.2. Species specificity of leukocidins and adaptation of LukGH for the rabbit host  

Following determination of the binding epitope, we set out to adapt LukGH for animal hosts 

by protein engineering of the binding epitope. As there is a measurable but weak interaction 

between LukGH and the rabbit receptor, accompanied by detectable PMN cytotoxicity in vitro, and 

as rabbits are also sensitive to other pore forming leukocidins (Table 1), we decided to adapt LukGH 

for rabbits. By introducing one or two mutations in the LukH epitope determined by site-directed 

mutagenesis, we have modified the LukGH-CD11b-I interface for increased LukGH affinity for the 

rabbit receptor and cytotoxicity towards rabbit PMNs when expressed recombinantly or from the S. 

aureus chromosome. Even though these data suggest that rabbit adapted strains have a potential 

for studying LukGH role in S. aureus pathogenesis, additional in vitro experiments (e.g. visualization 

of the LukGH binding to the cell surface, activity towards different cells not expressing CD11b/CD18) 

have to be done to exclude expansion of LukGH pathogenic properties, as it was observed for 

murine adapted lnlA from Listeria monocytogenes (Tsai et al, 2013). Furthermore, contribution of 

the rabbit-PMN adapted LukGH to S. aureus pathogenesis in rabbits in relevant animal models has to 

be assessed (e.g. rabbit infection model with S. aureus wild-type and rabbit-PMN adapted 

LukGH-expressing strain, testing of different S. aureus strains expressing different LukGH variants in 

vivo). While we did increase the sensitivity of rabbit PMNs for LukGH, the sensitivity was still one 

order of magnitude lower than in humans. The crystal structures of LukGH-receptor complexes 
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additionally clarified the observed LukGH species specificity and will aid in further improvement of 

LukGH cytotoxicity in rabbits, as well as in different, more cost-effective animal models; like mouse, 

rat and guinea pig. The possibility of additional animal models should be considered, as rabbits are 

more sensitive to LukED that is present in the majority of S. aureus strains (Diep et al, 2016) and as 

leucocidin-mediated red blood cell lysis is much more pronounced with rabbit compared to human 

RBCs (Trstenjak et al, 2019). The process of LukGH species adaptation by protein engineering can 

potentially be adjusted for expanding host range of other leukocidins where low cytotoxicity 

towards certain species is the result of molecular incompatibility between the receptor and cognate 

leukocidin (i.e. LukSF-PV-C5aR or HlgCB-C5aR in mouse (Spaan et al, 2015a; Trstenjak et al, 2019)). 

Importantly, it can also be used when obtaining structural information on leukocidin-receptor 

interaction is challenging, as other leukocidins are binding to transmembrane receptors (Table 1; 

Trstenjak et al, 2019).  

Mouse PMNs are, in our hands using different assay readouts (measuring LDH release (data 

not shown) or produced ATP), fully resistant to recombinant LukGH wild-type and variants. Weak 

LukGH cytotoxicity towards mouse PMNs was previously observed using LukGH purified from S. 

aureus culture supernatants (Malachowa et al, 2012), potential consequence of impurities acquired 

during LukGH purification from the culture supernatants. Based on the LukGH-CD11b-I crystal 

structures and the supporting experiments, lack of LukGH cytotoxicity towards mouse PMNs, despite 

the increased affinity of modified leukocidin for the mouse receptor (LukGH_K319A variant), is likely 

the result of LukGH oligomerisation deficiency in the presence of moCD11b-I in solution. Additional 

experiments have to be done to confirm lack of LukGH oligomerisation when CD11b-I is expressed 

on the cell surface (e.g. cryogenic electron microscopy, single-molecule localization microscopy). 

Despite the mutagenesis efforts of the binding epitope based on the LukGH_K319A-moCD11b-I 

crystal structure, we were not able to surpass the LukGH oligomerisation deficiency or increase 

cytotoxicity towards mouse PMNs, suggesting there is more to LukGH-CD11b-I mechanism of 

interaction than we currently understand. As the binding of the LukGH to CD11b-I doesn’t seem to 

be the restrictive step in the pore formation, one of the subsequent steps (Figure 1) can potentially 

limit the LukGH cytotoxicity towards mouse cells.  

Important aspects of LukGH-CD11b interaction that were also not considered in species 

specificity so far are CD11b/CD18 glycosylation pattern and the potential contribution of the CD18 

subunit. While it was shown that human CD11b subunit alone is sufficient to render cells susceptible 

to LukGH (DuMont et al, 2013b), same has never been shown for mouse subunit or subunit from 

other species. An interesting aspect to follow up with is the different predicted glycosylation pattern 

in full length human and mouse CD11b/CD18 (UniProtKB P11215 and P05555). Even though none of 
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the CD11b/CD18 predicted glycosylation sites is located in the I-domain, glycans close to the 

I-domain could potentially sterically hinder the LukGH oligomer formation in mice. Additional 

experiments with full length and/or glycosylated CD11b/CD18 or mouse-human receptor chimera 

could aid in further understanding of the observed host tropism. 

 

The emergence of multi-drug resistant S. aureus strains and their spread in the hospital and 

community settings increased the need for effective therapeutics. Due to our limited knowledge on 

S. aureus pathogenesis in humans and non-predictive animal models, there are no available 

therapeutics up to date other than antibiotics. The research presented in this dissertation provides 

molecular and structural basis of LukGH-receptor interaction and illustrates how this data can be 

used to surpass the observed LukGH species specificity, thus providing an alternative tool to existing 

animal models and can potentially be used to expand to other species-specific virulence factors. 
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